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INTRODUCTION
Overview
The General Insurance Statistical Agency’s (GISA’s) Submission Management application provides
reporting companies with information and tools to help manage statistical data submissions. By using
the various modules within the application, companies will be better able to monitor and analyze data
submissions, thereby avoiding unnecessary deficiency fees.
The Submission Management application includes access to Submission Analysis, Error Analysis, Test
Analysis and Error Correction modules.

Submission Analysis


Provides details on data submissions.



Summarizes reporting balances over a three- or five-year period.



Ensures reporting companies’ balances are complete.

Error Analysis


Provides reporting companies with summarized and detailed information regarding error
transactions to improve the quality of data submissions.



Assists reporting companies to identify error trends and tracking progress of process
improvements.

Test Analysis


Allows reporting companies to check the quality of data submissions prior to submitting to
production systems.



Features the ability to move test data submissions into production without having to resubmit the
file.

Error Correction


Allows reporting companies to identify and correct specific error transactions via an online facility.



Features automatic and complete editing of submitted transactions.
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Getting Started
Browser Requirements
The Submission Management application is available through the GISA Portal. To access the GISA Portal,
a browser that supports 128-bit encryption is required.
The GISA Portal and its applications are supported on Microsoft Internet Explorer 11+.
Other browsers are not supported.

Application Availability
The Submission Management application is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. However, the
system may occasionally be unavailable for very brief periods of time to conduct routine maintenance
and/or implementation of application enhancements.
Notification will be provided in advance.

Obtaining Access
To obtain access to the Submission Management application, a GISA Portal User ID must be obtained by
the insurer. Insurers can request GISA Portal User IDs by contacting their assigned Data Quality Analyst
(DQA) for the User ID Request Form.
If users believe the security of their passwords have been compromised, GISA’s service provider’s
Service Desk should be contacted immediately at servicedesk@ibc.ca or 416-644-3100.
For further information, please contact your Data Quality Analyst.

Logging In
Access the Submission Management application via the GISA Portal at www.portal.ibc.ca. This URL will
display the Portal log-in screen. Log in to the Portal by entering the user ID and password provided by
GISA’s service provider, and click on the “Sign In” button. The first time logging in, users will be
prompted to change the password provided.

GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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Password Requirements:










Minimum of 8 characters and a maximum of 14
Contain characters from three of the following four groups:
o Uppercase letters (A, B, C…)
o Lowercase letters (a, b, c…)
o Numerals (1, 2, 3…)
o Symbols (! @, #, $, %, etc.)
Not the same as the five previous passwords
Does not contain the user’s name, user ID, or either of these spelled backwards
Logon ID cannot be used for password
No more than 3 sequential, neighboring digits (i.e 123, 1212, 98767)
No more than 2 sequential, repeated characters (i.e. aaa, 111, etc.)
At leave 5 distinct characters

Users will be locked out after attempting to log in three consecutive times with incorrect
username/password combinations.

GISA Portal Log-in Screen
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The first time logging in, users are presented with the GISA Portal Security Statement. Please read it
carefully and click on the ACCEPT button to access the application.

GISA Portal Security Statement
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Common Features
The application screens for the Submission Analysis, Error Analysis, Test Analysis and Error Correction
modules are organized in the following areas (the numbers in the following list correspond to the
numbers in the figure below):
1

Portal Menu

2

Main Menu

3

Report Window

4

Messages Window

The Portal Menu provides access to general application features such
as selecting language preference and changing passwords.
The Main Menu provides access to the modules within the Submission
Management application. Ability to access specific modules is based
on individual user profiles.
The Report Window is the area where selection criteria and reports
are displayed. (Note that this is not applicable to Error Correction).
The Messages Window is where notices will be communicated.
System outage messages and warnings are displayed here.

1
2

3

4

General layout of the GISA Portal screen

GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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Portal Menu
The Portal Menu provides access to general application features such as language preference and
changing passwords. The following table describes each menu option.
Option
My GISA Portal

Français
Help
Contact Us
Logout

Description
Provides access to features that allow users to:
 Change password.
 Select security question and answer that will be used to verify a user’s
identity if forget password is selected.
 View Security Statement.
Enables the user to switch the application language preference.
Provides access to the Submission Management Application User Guide.
Provides contact information to the service desk.
Enables users to log out of the application.

Main Menu
The Main Menu, located on the left portion of the screen, provides access to the various modules within
the Submission Management application. A user’s ability to access specific modules is based on the
user’s individual profile.
To select a report from the Main Menu, expand the module by clicking
on the corresponding icon and select the desired report from the list
displayed.

Report Window
The Report Window occupies the main portion of the screen. Selection Criteria and corresponding report
results are displayed within this area. (Note that this is not applicable to Error Correction.

Report Criteria Screen
There is a custom Report Criteria screen for each report. Selecting a report from the Main Menu will
result in the corresponding report criteria being displayed.
(Note that clicking on the RESET button will return the criteria fields to the default values).

GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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Sample Report Criteria Screen

To generate a report, select the desired criteria to include in the report and click the SUBMIT button.
The criteria will be validated once the SUBMIT button is clicked. Any error messages will be displayed at
the top of the Report Criteria screen. To resolve error messages, users must revise and resubmit the
criteria selected.

Sample of Error Message on Report Criteria screen
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Report Viewer Screen
After submitting criteria, the report will be generated based on that criteria and the Report Screen will
replace the Report Criteria screen.
Many of the reports, called “parent reports”, offer links to more detailed reports. Users can navigate
directly to these details by clicking on the links available.
To generate a different report, choose the appropriate report name from the Main Menu.

Report Viewer screen displaying resulting Report from selected criteria

All of the reports have a standard Report Viewer toolbar with the following functions (the numbers in
the list correspond to the numbers in the figure below):
1

Navigating within a report

2

Navigating back to a parent report

3

Changing the report display

4

Searching within a report

5

Exporting a report

6

Refreshing a report

1
GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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Navigating Within a Report

The Report Viewer toolbar (pictured above) includes page navigation functions. Users can:


Navigate to a specific page by entering a page number in the text box and hitting the ENTER key
on the keyboard.



Navigate to the next or previous page of a multi-page report using the
the toolbar



Navigate directly to the first or last page of a multi-page report using the and arrow icons
on the toolbar. (Note that page breaks are explicitly defined by the report itself and cannot be
changed.)

and

arrow icons on

When navigating multi-page reports, the “previous page” arrow button on the Report Viewer toolbar
must be used to view previous pages. Do not use the “back” button on the Internet Explorer toolbar.
Using the “back” button on the Internet Explorer toolbar is not supported by the application and may
result in unpredictable navigation results or on-screen errors.

Navigating Back to a Parent Report

To return to a parent report, users must use the icon pictured above located on the Report Viewer
toolbar.

Changing the Report Display

The Report Viewer toolbar provides a standard zoom functionality (pictured above). This allows users to
zoom in or out of a report, making the text larger or smaller.

Searching Within a Report

The Report Viewer toolbar includes a search field (pictured above) to find specific text within a report.
Search for content in a report by typing a word or phrase and clicking FIND. To search for subsequent
occurrences of the same word or phrase, click NEXT.
GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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Note that the search is not case-sensitive and begins at the top of the page or section that is currently
selected. Wildcards and Boolean search operators are not supported.

Exporting a Report

To export a report, users must click on the icon pictured above and select PDF. Currently the only format
supported is PDF. Users have the option of opening or saving the report.

Refreshing a Report

To refresh a report, click the REFRESH icon pictured above. The report server will then reprocess the
report using the most recent data.

GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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SUBMISSION ANALYSIS
Users can generate the following reports using Submission Analysis:






Company Balance Report
o

Company Balance Report – country-wide

o

Company Provincial Balance Report

Company Provincial Summary Report
o

Company Provincial Summary Report – individual reporting company

o

Company Group Provincial Summary Report

Company Summary Report
o

Company Summary Report – individual reporting company

o

Company Group Summary Report



Out of Tolerance Report



Submission Detail Report



Submission Status Report



Statistical Submission Status Report

These reports present both detailed and summarized information about statistical data submissions.
This includes detailed file information, summarized Batch details and summarized Reporting Unit (RU)
details. (A Reporting Unit, or RU, consists of a unique combination of Company, Plan, Kind and Entry
Date.)
After successfully logging in to the application, users can access the Submission Analysis reports via the
Main Menu. Once a report is selected, the corresponding report criteria will be displayed.
To view a report, the following steps are required:
1. Choose a report type.
2. Select the desired criteria.
3. Generate the report.
The next few sections of this user guide will provide details about the reports that can be generated
using Submission Analysis.

GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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Company Balance Report (Countrywide or Provincial)
About the Report
The Company Balance Report provides a history of Reporting Unit (RU) balances for a given company, at
either a countrywide or provincial level. Users may access this report by selecting the Company Balance
Report option under Submission Analysis in the Main Menu.
Based on the criteria specified in the Province field, the Company Balance Report (countrywide) or
Company Provincial Balance Report will be displayed.

Note that in order to display the Company Balance Report (countrywide), the province selection must be
kept blank. Selecting one or more provinces or checking the “All” checkbox next to the Company field in
the Report Criteria screen will generate a separate Company Provincial Summary Report for each
province.

Company Balance Report – Countrywide

Company Balance Report – Provincial

Entering Selection Criteria
The results of the Company Balance Report or the Company Provincial Balance Report can be
customized by expanding or narrowing the selection criteria and clicking the SUBMIT button. Table 1
describes the criteria and selection options found numbered in the screenshot below.

GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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1

2

3

4
5

Company Balance Report – Selection Criteria
Table 1: Company Balance Report – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Company
List of available reporting
1
(mandatory) companies based on user’s
profile
2

Plan
(mandatory)

List of available plans

3

Kind
(mandatory)

List of available Kinds

Province

List of Canadian provinces and
territories as well as an “OTOther” option
(“OT-Other” includes any record
reported with an invalid
statistical territory code)
“From” and “To” Entry Date
years with the option to display
a three- or five-year history

4

5

Entry Date
(mandatory)

Selection Options
 No default value
 At least one company must be selected
 Checking the “All” checkbox will select all
companies in the list
 Defaults to “All” (the “All” checkbox is
checked)
 One or more plans can be selected
 Defaults to “All” (the “All” checkbox is
checked
 One or more Kinds can be selected
 Defaults to blank (no selection)
 Selecting one or more provinces, or
checking the “All” checkbox, will generate
a separate report for each province
 Not selecting a province and unchecking
“All” will generate a countrywide report
 Default to three-year history report with
the year in the “To” field being the
current year
 Select the desired “To” Entry Date year
and the system will automatically adjust
the “From” Entry Date year according to
whether the three- or five-year history
has been selected

Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values.

GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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Viewing Report Details – Company Balance Report (Countrywide or Provincial)
After submitting the selection criteria, the Company Balance Report (countrywide or provincial) will be
displayed. The Company Balance Report shows the monthly submission balances for the period and
region(s) that were specified in the Report Criteria screen. Table 2 describes the report content found
numbered in the screenshot below.

1
2

5

3
6
4

7

Company Balance Report –Report Details
Table 2: Company Balance Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
View
Link to report displaying the
1
Exposure/
Exposure/Claim Count totals
Claim Count
Company,
As selected
2
Plan, Kind
3
Entry Date
As selected
Year and
The report heading displays the Entry
Month
Date year and the leftmost column
displays the Entry Date months
Dollar Amount Countywide: Total dollar amount of
4
the accepted RU Batches on the
Company Balance Report
Colours of the dollar amounts:
 Red – indicates that the RU is out
of tolerance

GISA Submission Management Application User Guide

Links
 Links to the Exposure/Claim Count
totals
Display only
Display only

Countrywide:
 The dollar amount of the
Company Balance Report links to
the Monthly Submission Detail
Report which displays all of the
RU Batches that have been
received for the selected RU
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No.

Content

5

Prior Year
Variance (%)

6

Semi-annual
Totals

7

YTD
(Year to Date)
Total
Province

**

Description
 Green – indicates that the RU has
been confirmed by the insurer

Links
 For more information, please see
Monthly Submission Detail Report

 Blue – indicates that the RU is
within tolerance and no action is
necessary

 The icon next to the dollar
amount opens a window where
users can view remarks history
and confirm out of tolerance
balances (red)
 For more information on
confirming a balance, please see
Out of Tolerance Confirmation

Provincial: Total dollar amount for
accepted RU Batch Provinces on the
Company Provincial Balance Report

Provincial:
 The dollar amount in the
Provincial Balance Report links to
the Reporting Unit Batch
Provincial Detail List, which
displays all the RU Batches that
have been received for the
selected RU Province
 For more information, please see
Reporting Unit Batch Provincial
Detail List
Display only

Variance (in %) between the balance
for the particular Entry Date
year/month as compared to balance
for the previous Entry Date year/same
month
Total dollar amount for the 6-month
term (January–June total and July–
December total)
Total dollar amount for the 12-month
term
As selected
(this field is only applicable to the
provincial report)

GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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Viewing Report Details – Exposure/Claim Count Report
After selecting the View Exposure/Claim Count link from the Company Balance Report (or the Company
Provincial Balance Report), the Exposure/Claim Count Report will display. The Exposure/Claim Count
Report shows the monthly Exposure/Claim Count balances corresponding to the information in the
Company, Plan, Kind, Province and Entry Date fields that were displayed in the report from which the
link was selected. Table 3 describes the report content that you find numbered in the screenshot below.

1
2
4
3

5

Exposure/Claim Count Report
Table 3: Exposure/Claim Count Report
No. Content
Description
1
Company,
As selected
Plan,
Kind
Entry Date Year
As selected
2
and Entry Date
Month
Exposure/
Total Exposure/Claim Count of the
3
Claim Count
accepted RU Batches for the Company
Balance Report (countrywide) or the
accepted RU Batch Provinces for the
Company Provincial Balance Report
Semi-annual Totals Total Exposure/Claim Count for the 64
month term (January–June total and
July–December total)
YTD (Year to Date)
Total Exposure/Claim Count for the
5
Total
12-month term
**
Province
As selected
(This is only applicable to the provincial
report)

GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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Viewing Report Details – Reporting Unit Batch Provincial Detail List
After selecting a dollar amount for a specific province from the Company Provincial Balance Report, the
Reporting Unit Batch Provincial Detail List will display. The Reporting Unit Batch Provincial Detail List
shows all the RU Batches that have been received for the selected province. Table 4 describes the report
content found numbered in the screenshot below.
(Note that selecting a dollar amount from the countrywide Company Balance Report will display the
Monthly Submission Detail Report.)

1
7

2

6

3

5

4

Reporting Unit Batch Provincial Detail List
Table 4: Reporting Unit Batch Provincial Detail List
No. Content
Description
1
Company,
As selected
Province
Entry Date
As selected
2
Plan
As selected
3
Kind
As selected
4
Batch #
The unique Batch Number assigned by
5
the system to the Reporting Unit
within the submission file
Submission Type
Type of submission reported by the
6
insurer:
 Original
 Nil
Batch Status
Current status of the RU Batch:
7
 Accepted/Partially Accepted
 Reversed
 Hold
 Deleted

GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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Company Provincial Summary Report (Individual Reporting Company or Group)
About the Report
The Company Provincial Summary Report provides monthly Reporting Unit (RU) Province totals, either
for an individual company or for a group of companies. Users can access this report by selecting the
Company Provincial Summary Report option under Submission Analysis in the Main Menu.
Based on the company information selected, the Company Provincial Summary Report or Company
Group Provincial Report will be displayed. The company number(s) that correspond to the company or
group selected will be displayed in the header portion of the report.
Note that in order to display the Company Group Provincial Report, the “All” checkbox must be checked
for the Company field of the Report Criteria screen. Selecting multiple companies when there is no
checkmark in the “All” checkbox will generate a separate report for each company.

Company Provincial Summary Report and Company Group Provincial Report

Entering Selection Criteria
The results of the Company Provincial Summary Report or the Company Group Provincial Report can be
customized by expanding or narrowing the selection criteria and clicking the SUBMIT button. Table 5
describes the criteria and selection options found numbered in the screenshot below.

GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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1

2

5

3
4

Company Provincial Summary Report/Company Group Provincial Report – Selection Criteria
Table 5: Company Provincial Summary Report/Company Group Provincial Report – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Selection Options
Company
List of available reporting companies
1
 No default value
(mandatory)
based on user’s profile.
 One or more company numbers
must be selected
Note: to display the Company Group
 Checking the “All” checkbox to
Provincial Report, the “All” checkbox
select all companies is the list will
must be selected. Selecting multiple
result in the generation of the
companies without using the “All”
Company Group Provincial
checkbox will generate a separate
Report
report for each company.
Plan
List of available plans
 Defaults to “All” (the “All”
2
(mandatory)
checkbox is checked)
 One of more plans can be
selected
Province
List of Canadian provinces and
 No default value
3
(mandatory)
territories as well as an “OT-Other”
 At least one province must be
option
selected
(“OT-Other” includes any record
 Check the “All” checkbox to
reported with an invalid statistical
select all provinces
territory code)
Year
List of Entry Date Years
 Defaults to the current year
4
(mandatory)
Kind
List of available Kinds
 Defaults to “All” (the “ALL”
5
(mandatory)
checkbox is checked)
 One of more kinds can be
selected
Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values
GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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Viewing Report Details
After submitting the selection criteria, the Company Provincial Summary Report or the Company Group
Provincial Report will be displayed. These reports show the monthly submission totals for the entry year
selected. Table 6 describes the report details found numbered in the following screenshot.

1

4

2

5

3

Company Provincial Summary Report/Company Group Provincial Report – Report Details

Table 6: Company Provincial Summary Report/Company Group Provincial Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Links
Company or
As selected
Display only
1
Company Group;
Plan, Kind, Entry
Date Year, Province
Month
List of Entry Date months containing
Display only
2
data for the selected Entry Date Year
Company and
Reporting Company name and assigned Display only
3
Company Number
unique reporting company number
(Separately listed on the Company
Group Summary Report. The reporting
company name & number are displayed
in the report heading when the
Company Provincial Summary Report is
generated)
$ Amount
Total accepted dollar amount reported
Display only
4
for the RU Province.
Monthly Totals and Grand Totals are
provided.
Exposure/
Total accepted Exposure/Claim Count of Display only
5
Claim Count
the RU Province
GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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Company Summary Report (Individual Report Company or Group)
About the Report
The Company Summary Report provides monthly Reporting Unit (RU) totals for an individual company or
a group of companies. Users can access this report by selecting the Company Summary Report option
under Submission Analysis in the Main Menu.
Based on the company information selected, the Company Summary Report or Company Group
Summary Report will be displayed. The company number(s) that correspond to the company or group
selected will be displayed in the header portion of the report.
Note that in order to display the Company Group Summary Report, the “All” checkbox must be checked
for the Company field of the Report Criteria screen. Selecting multiple companies when there is no
checkmark in the “All” checkbox will generate a separate report for each company.

Company Summary Report and Company Group Summary Report

GISA Submission Management Application User Guide
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Entering Selection Criteria
The results of the Company Summary Report or Company Group Summary Report can be customized by
expanding or narrowing the selection criteria and clicking the SUBMIT button. Table 7 describes the
criteria and selection options found numbered in the screenshot below.

1

2

4

3

Company Summary Report/Company Group Summary Report – Selection Criteria

Table 7: Company Summary Report/Company Group Summary Report - Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Selection Options
Company
List of available reporting companies
1
 No default value
(mandatory)
based on user’s profile.
 One or more company numbers
must be selected
Note: to display the Company Group
 Checking the “All” checkbox to
Summary Report, the “All” checkbox
select all companies is the list will
must be selected. Selecting multiple
result in the generation of the
companies without using the “All”
Company Group Summary Report
checkbox will generate a separate
report for each company.
Plan
List of available Plans
2
 Defaults to “All” (the “All”
(mandatory)
checkbox is checked)
 One of more plans can be selected
Year
List of Entry Date years
3
 Defaults to the current year
(mandatory)
Kind
List of available Kinds
4
 Defaults to “All” (the “ALL”
(mandatory)
checkbox is checked)
 One of more kinds can be selected
Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values
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Viewing Report Details
After submitting the selection criteria, the Company Summary Report or the Company Group Summary
Report will be displayed. Both reports show the monthly submission totals for the entry year selected.
Table 8 describes the report details found numbered in the following screenshot.

1
4
2
5
3

Company Summary Report/Company Group Summary Report – Report Details

Table 8: Company Summary Report/ Company Group Summary Report –Report Details
No. Content
Description
Links
Company or
As selected
Display only
1
Company Group;
Plan, Kind,
Entry Date Year
Month
List of Entry Date months containing data Display only
2
for the selected Entry Date Year
Company
and
Reporting Company name and assigned
Display only
3
Company
unique reporting company number
Number
(Separately listed on the Company Group
Summary Report. The reporting company
name & number are displayed in the
report heading when the Company
Summary Report is generated)
$ Amount
Total accepted dollar amount reported
 The dollar amount links to
4
for the RU Province.
the Monthly Submission
Monthly Totals and Grand Totals are
Detail Report which displays
provided.
the batches received for the
selected RU.
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No.

5

Content

Description

Exposure/
Claim Count

Total accepted Exposure/Claim Count of
the RU Province

GISA Submission Management Application User Guide

Links
 For more information,
please see Monthly
Submission Detail Report
Display only
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Out of Tolerance Report
About the Report
The Out of Tolerance Report provides a list of all Reporting Units (RUs) that have been flagged because
the difference in dollar amount exceeds the pre-determined threshold for the same company, plan, and
kind.
Companies are required to verify that the reported dollar amounts are complete or resolve data
discrepancies.
To access this report, select the Out of Tolerance Report option under Submission Analysis on the Main
Menu.

Entering Selection Criteria
The Out of Tolerance report can be customized by expanding or narrowing the selection criteria and
clicking the SUBMIT button. Table 9 describes the report criteria and selection options found in the
numbered screenshot below.

1

2
3
4

Out of Tolerance Report – Select Criteria
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Table 9: Out of Tolerance Report – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Company
List of available reporting
1
(mandatory)
companies based on user profile

2

Plan
(mandatory)

List of available Plans

3

Kind
(mandatory)

List of available Kinds

4

Entry Date
(mandatory)

“From” and “To” Entry Date year
and month

Selection Options
 No default value
 At least one reporting company
must be selected
 Check the “All” checkbox to select all
reporting companies
 Defaults to “All” (the “All” checkbox
is checked)
 One or more Plans can be selected
 Defaults to “All” (the “All” checkbox
is checked)
 One or more Kinds can be selected
 Defaults to “All” (the “All” checkbox
is checked)
 Unselected default value for the
“From” date = the current
year/month minus 13 months
 Unselected default value for the
“To” date = the current year/month

Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values.

Viewing Report Details – Out of Tolerance Report
After submitting the selection criteria, the Out of Tolerance Report will be displayed. The Out of
Tolerance Report shows all Reporting Units that fall under the selection criteria and are considered to be
out of tolerance. The report allows users to click on a dollar amount and link to the Monthly Submission
Detail Report to see further details.
Users can sort all columns in the Out of Tolerance Report in ascending or descending order by clicking on
the
icon next to each column heading, with the exception of the dollar amount column. To reset the
sort order, return to the Out of Tolerance Report Selection Criteria screen and resubmit the selection
criteria to reload the report in its default format.
Table 10 describes the report details found numbered in the screenshot below.
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1

4

2

5
3

Out of Tolerance Report – Report Details
Table 10: Out of Tolerance Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Company
As selected
1
Plan
As selected
2
Kind
As selected
3
Entry
Date
As selected
4

5

$ Amount

Total dollar amount of all
accepted RU batches
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Links
Display only
Display only
Display only
 Entry Date links to the Company
Balance Report which displays a three
year history of monthly reporting
balances for the selected Company,
Plan, and Kind
 The dollar amount links to the
Monthly Submission Detail Report,
which displays all batches received for
the selected RU.
 For more information, please see
Monthly Submission Detail Report
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Viewing Report Details – Monthly Submission Detail Report
After clicking a dollar amount from the Out of Tolerance Report (or via the Company Balance Report),
the Monthly Submission Detail Report will be displayed. The Monthly Submission Detail Report displays
all of the RU Batches that have been received for the selected RU. From this report, click on the Out of
Tolerance Confirmation/Approval box to view a history of tolerance remarks and to confirm balances.
Table 11 describes the report content found numbered in the screenshot below.

1

3

2

Monthly Submission Detail Report – Report Details
Table 11: Monthly Submission Detail Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Out of Tolerance
Link to open a pop-up window that
1
Confirmation/Approval will allow user to confirm balances
and provide business confirmations.
A history of prior tolerance events is
also provided.
Batch #
Unique, system-assigned number for
2
reported RU batch
3

File Name

File name where specified RU batch
was submitted under
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Links
 Links to Out of Tolerance
Confirmation window
 For more information, please
see Out of Tolerance
Confirmation
 Links to Batch Detail Report
 For more information, please
see Batch Detail Report
 Links to File Detail Report
 For more information, please
see File Detail Report
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Viewing Report Details – Out of Tolerance Confirmation
After selecting the Out of Tolerance Confirmation/Approval box, the Out of Tolerance
Confirmation/Approval window will be displayed. The Out of Tolerance Confirmation/Approval window
contains a history of tolerance remarks and confirmations of out of tolerance balances.
Table 12 describes the window content found numbered in the screenshot below.

1
2

3

4

5

Out of Tolerance Confirmation/Approval Window
Table 12: Out of Tolerance Confirmation/Approval Window
No. Content
Description
Action
Entry Date
As selected
Display only
1
Company
Indicates
that
the
selected
balance
is
 A checkmark indicates that
2
Confirmation
complete, accurate, and
selected balance has been
confirmed/verified as such by the
confirmed.
reporting company.
DQA Approval
Indicates the Data Quality Analyst
Display only
3
(DQA) approval of the selected balance.
History of
A history of all events and remarks are
Display only
4
Remarks/Events
captured for the selected reporting unit.
Remarks text box Where explanation or accompanying
5
 Where users enter comments
comments are entered by the reporting
regarding the out of tolerance
company.
balance.
 The confirmation process
won’t be accepted without an
accompanying comment
Once the confirmation has been submitted, the user will be directed back to the previous report/screen.
If not submitting a confirmation, the user can navigate back to the previous report/screen by clicking the
CANCEL button.
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Submission Detail Report
About the Report
The Submission Detail Report provides detailed information regarding individual RU Batches. This
detailed information includes the Batch Number, the total number of records (Record Count) and dollar
amount, as well as information regarding the error records for a particular RU Batch.
This report can be used to confirm that data has been successfully transmitted and processed, and to
help resolve any problems identified with the Company Balance Report.
To access this report, select the Submission Detail Report under Submission Analysis in the Main Menu.

Entering Selection Criteria
The Submission Detail Report can be customized by expanding or narrowing the selection criteria and
clicking the SUBMIT button.
There are four report types available:
1. Company Plan Kind
2. Batch Number
3. Received Date
4. File Name
To select a report type, click on the desired option found at the top of the selection criteria screen. The
selection criteria screen will display the corresponding report criteria based on the report type selection.
Table 13 describes the criteria and selection options found numbered in the screenshots of the four
Report Criteria screens below.
1

1

2
3
2

4

6

5

1

1

2

2
8
9

7

Submission Detail Report – Selection Criteria
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Table 13: Submission Detail Report – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Report Type
Four report types are available:
1
1. Company Plan Kind
2. Batch Number
3. Received Date
4. File Name
Company
List of available reporting companies
2
based on user’s profile

3

Plan

4

Kind

5

Entry Date

6

Batch Number

7

Received Date

8

File Name Type

9

File Name

Selection Options
 Defaults to Company Plan Kind
 Only one report type can be selected
using the radio button options
provided

 No default value
 At least one company number must be
selected
 “All” checkbox is available to select all
companies in the list
List of available Plans
 Defaults to “All” (checkbox is checked
and all Plans are highlighted)
 One or more Plans can be selected
List of available Kinds
 Defaults to “All” (checkbox is checked
and all Kinds are highlighted)
 One or more Kinds can be selected
“From” and “To” Entry Date year and  Defaults to current entry date year and
month drop down selection
January entry date month
“From” and “To” text boxes to enter  No default value
specific Batch Numbers to search
for.
The Batch Number is a unique
number assigned by the system to
each RU submission.
“From” and “To” text boxes to enter
Received Date search.
The Received Date refers to the date
that the data was received from the
insurer.
Indicates the type of file search will
be based upon.
External company file name
reported by the insurer

 No default value
 Enter the numeric year, month, day
CCYY = Year; MM = Month; DD = Day

 Defaults to only option available
“E-External Company File Name”
 No default value
 Enter full file name only – partial
search option is not currently available

Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values.
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Viewing Report Details – Monthly Submission Detail Report
After submitting the selection criteria, the Monthly Submission Detail Report will be displayed. The Monthly
Submission Detail Report shows all RU Batches that meet the selection criteria. Once generated, users can
click on a Batch Number to view an individual Batch Detail Report.
Table 14 describes the headings found numbered in the screenshot below.

4
6
7
1
8
2
3

5

Monthly Submission Detail Report – Report Details
Table 14: Monthly Submission Detail Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Links
Entry Date, Company, As selected (if included in selection
Display only
1
Plan, Kind
criteria)
Batch #
Unique number assigned by the
 Batch number links to Batch
2
system to the RU within a
Detail Report which displays
submission file.
further details
(As selected, if included in the
 For more information,
selection criteria of the report type
please see Batch Detail
specified)
Report
Type, Media
Type = PROD will be displayed
Display only
3
Media = E will be displayed to
represent an electronic submission
Batch Status
The current status of the Batch.
Display only
4
 Accepted/Partially Accepted
 Reversed
 Hold
 Deleted
 Rejected
Rec’d Date
The date that the batch was received Display only
5
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No.

6

7

8

Content

# of Records,
$ Total Amount,
Exposure/Claim Count
# Errors,
$ Error Amount
File Name

Description
(As selected, if included in the
selection criteria of the report type
specified)
The number of transaction records,
total dollar amount and Exposure or
Claim Count for the batch
Total number of transaction records
in error and the total dollar amount
those transactions represent
External Company File name
reported by the insurer.
(As selected, if included in the
selection criteria of the report type
specified)

Links

Display only

Display only

 File name links to the
Submission Status Detail
Report which displays
further details
 For more information,
please see Submission Status
Detail Report

Viewing Report Details – Batch Detail Report
After clicking on a Batch Number in the Monthly Submission Detail Report, the Batch Detail Report will be
displayed. The Batch Detail Report shows detailed information regarding the RU Batch selected. Table 15
describes the report content that found numbered in the screenshot below.
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1
2

3

4

5

Batch Detail Report – Report Details
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Table 15: Batch Detail Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Client ID
Unique 5-digit Parent/Organization ID of the
1
reporting company.
Received Date
The date the data submission was received
Batch Number
Unique batch number assigned to the RU (as
2
selected)
Company Number
Reporting company number of the selected unique
batch number
Entry Date
Entry Date of selected batch number
Plan
Plan for the selected batch number
Kind
Kind for the selected batch number
Batch Status
Current status of the selected batch number
 Accepted/Partially Accepted
 Reversed
 Hold
 Deleted
 Rejected
Batch Reject Reason
Populates the reason when the batch
status=Rejected or Hold.
See Appendix B for a complete list of Reject
Reasons.
See Appendix C for a complete list of On
Hold/Deleted Reasons
File Name
External company file name reported by insurer
Trailer Count and
Total number of transaction records and dollar
3
Trailer Amount
amount of the batch as reported on the trailer
record for the RU on the original company
submission.
Processed Count and Total number of transaction records and dollar
Processed Amount
amount calculated for the RU on the original
company submission.
Gov/USA/Quebec
Total number of transaction records and dollar
Count and Amount
amount in the batch belonging to records reported
in jurisdictions not collected under the ASP. Based
on Statistical Territory codes known to belong to
these out of scope jurisdictions.
REPORTED
Total number of transaction records, dollar amount
4
Count, Amount, and
and Exposure/Claim Count of all records reported
Exposure/Claim Count within the batch.
ACCEPTED
Total number of transaction records, dollar
Count, Amount, and
amount, and Exposure/Claim Count of all reported
Exposure/Claim Count records within the batch that are accepted (found
to be error free).
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Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only

Display only

Display only
Display only

Display only

Display only

Display only

Display only
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No. Content
DROP/NON-EXHIBIT
Count, Amount, and
Exposure/Claim Count
ERROR
Count, Amount, and
Exposure/Claim Count
Adjustments
Count and Amount

5

Description
Total number of transaction records, dollar
amount, and Exposure/Claim Count of all reported
records that are dropped within the batch.
Total number of transaction records, dollar
amount, and Exposure/Claim Count of all reported
records within the batch that contain errors.
Total number of records to have had premium
adjustment. Amount represents the amount
adjusted.
STAT & UITS ERRORS Total number of transaction records, dollar
Count, Amount, and
amount, and Exposure/Claim Count of all reported
Exposure/Claim Count records within the batch that contain both STAT &
UIP error codes.
STAT ONLY ERRORS
Total number of transaction records, dollar
Count, Amount, and
amount, and Exposure/Claim Count of all reported
Exposure/Claim Count records within the batch that contain only STAT
error codes.
UITS ONLY ERRORS
Total number of transaction records, dollar
Count, Amount, and
amount, and Exposure/Claim Count of all reported
Exposure/Claim Count records within the batch that contain only UIP
error codes.
Province
A list of provinces reported within the RU batch.
When a province is expanded, similar details as
provided at the batch level above are presented
for the individual province.

Links
Display only

Display only

Display only

Display only

Display only

Display only

Clicking the
icon next to
province will
expand to display
details for the RU
batch province.

Batch Detail Report – Province Details Expanded
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Submission Status Report
About the Report
The Submission Status Report provides detailed information regarding individual submission files including
file names, the date files were received, and information regarding the RUs contained within a particular
submission file. This report can be used to confirm data submissions have been successfully transmitted and
processed, as well as troubleshoot reporting issues identified in the Company Balance Report.
To access this report, select the Submission Status Report option under Submission Analysis in the Main
Menu.

Entering Selection Criteria
The Submission Status Report results can be customized by expanding or narrowing the selection criteria and
clicking the SUBMIT button.
The Report Type section of the Submission Status Report criteria screen presents three search options. Once
a report type is selected, the corresponding report criteria will be displayed.
There are three report type options:
1. Batch Number
2. Received Date
3. File Name
Table 17 describes the report criteria and selection options found numbered in the three screenshots below.

1

1

2

2
4

3

1
2
5
6

Submission Status Report – Selection Criteria
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Table 17: Submission Status Report – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Report Type
Three report types available:
1
1. Batch Number
2. Received Date
3. File name
Company
List of available reporting companies
2
(mandatory)
based on user’s profile

3

4

5
6

Batch Number
(mandatory)

“From” and “To” text boxes to enter
specific Batch Numbers to search for.

Received Date
(mandatory)

The Batch Number is a unique number
assigned by the system to each RU
submission.
“From” and “To” text boxes to enter
Received Date search.

Selection Options
 Defaults to Batch Number
 Only one report type can be selected
using the radio button options
provided
 No default value
 At least one company number must
be selected
 “All” checkbox is available to select all
companies in the list
 No default value

 No default value
 Enter the numeric year, month, day
CCYY = Year; MM = Month; DD = Day

The Received Date refers to the date
that the data was received from the
insurer.
File Name Type Indicates the type of file search will be
 Defaults to only option available
(mandatory)
based upon.
“E-External Company File Name”
File Name
External company file name reported by  No default value
(mandatory)
the insurer
 Enter full file name only – partial
search option is not currently
available

Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values.
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Viewing Report Details – Submission Status Report – File Detail List

5

1

6
5

2

7
5

3
4

Submission Status Report – Report Details
Table 18: Submission Status Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Client ID
Unique 5-digit Parent/Organization
1
ID of the reporting company.
Company Number As selected
2
File Status
Indicates the status of the file.
3
 Passed
 Rejected
File Received Date The date the data submission was
4
received
Source
Code
The source of the submission file:
5
 E (External)
 I (Internal)
Batch #
Unique number assigned by the
6
5
system to the RU within a
submission file.
(As selected, if included in the
selection criteria of the report type
specified)
Company File
External Company File name
7
5
Name
reported by the insurer.
(As selected, if included in the
selection criteria of the report type
specified)
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Links
Display only
Display only
Display only

Display only
Display only

 Batch number links to Batch
Detail Report which displays
further details
 For more information, please see
Batch Detail Report
 File name links to the Submission
Status Detail Report which
displays further details
 For more information, please see
Submission Status Detail Report
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Viewing Report Details – Submission Status Detail Report
After selecting a company file name from the Submission Status Report – File Detail List, the Submission
Status Detail Report will be displayed. The Submission Status Detail Report shows detailed information
regarding that submission file and its related RU Batches.
Table 19 describes the report content founded numbered in the screenshot below.

1

2

3

Submission Status Detail Report – Report Details
Table 19: Submission Status Detail Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Organization
Unique 5-digit Parent/Organization ID of the
1
reporting company.
Received Date and
The date and time that the data submission
Received Time
was received
File Name
External Company File name reported by the
insurer.
Original File
The format in which the insurer submitted the
Format
data:
 500 (pre-2008 for Auto; pre-2012 for CL)
 600 (current format)
Media Type
The media type used to transmit the data
2
submission:
 E (Electronic)
Source Code
The source of the submission file:
 E (External)
 I (Internal)
File Status
Indicates the status of the file.
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Display only
Display only
Display only

Display only

Display only

Display only
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No. Content

File Reject Reason

3

Total Records Read
Total Records
Rejected
Company, Entry
Date, Plan, Kind
Batch Number

Batch Status

Batch Reject
Reason

Description
 Passed
 Rejected
Populates the reason when the
File Status = Rejected.
See Appendix B for a complete list of Reject
Reasons.
Total number of records within the file.
Total number of records rejected/not
processed within the file.
Lists the reporting units contained within the
submission file.
Unique number assigned by the system to the
RU within a submission file.

Status of the batch number
 Accepted/Partially Accepted
 Reversed
 Hold
 Deleted
 Rejected
Populates the reason when the batch status =
Rejected or Hold.
See Appendix B for a complete list of Reject
Reasons.
See Appendix C for a complete list of
On Hold/Deleted Reasons
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Display only

Display only
Display only
Display only
 Batch number links to
Batch Detail Report
which displays further
details
 For more information,
please see Batch
Detail Report
Display only

Display only
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Statistical Submission Status Report
About the Report
The Statistical Submission Status Report provides users who are designated as Statistical Submission
Coordinators with detailed information regarding submission files. This report is a printable, static report.
The detailed information in this report includes a summary of received files, batches contained within these
files, and details of the individual batches. This report can be used to confirm that data submissions have
been successfully transmitted and processed.
To access this report select the Statistical Submission Status Report option under Submission Analysis in the
Main Menu.

Entering Selection Criteria
To access the Statistical Submission Status Report, enter the date range of the submissions’ received date
desired. Table 20 describes the criteria and selection options found numbered in the screenshot below.

1

2

Statistical Submission Status Report – Selection Criteria
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Table 20: Statistical Submission Status Report – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Plan
List of available Plans
1
(mandatory)

2

Received Date
(mandatory)

“From” and “To” text boxes to enter Received
Date search.
The Received Date refers to the date that the
data was received from the insurer.

Selection Option
 Defaults to “All” (checkbox
is checked and all Plans are
highlighted)
 One or more Plans can be
selected
 Defaults to the current date
 Enter the numeric year,
month, day
CCYY = Year; MM = Month;
DD = Day
 There must be a range of
at least one day – the same
date cannot be entered in
both the “From” and “To”
fields. To view results for a
single day’s results, enter
that date in the “From”
field and the following day
in the “To” field.
 Maximum date range is
one month

Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values.

Viewing Report Details – Statistical Submission Status Report
After submitting the selection criteria, the Statistical Submission Status Report will be displayed. The
Statistical Submission Status Report includes a summary of the received files, the batches contained within
the files and details of the individual batches for the date range specified in the Received Date fields.
The Statistical Submission Status Report is divided into three key areas:
File Summary
Batch Summary
Batch Detail Summary

File level information is displayed, including file names, received dates,
status and reject reasons.
Lists RU information by batch contained within the submission files,
batch status and reject reasons.
Details for each individual batch is displayed. This includes record
counts, dollar amounts, and error information (including the top 25
errors within the batch).
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1

2
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5

6

Statistical Submission Status Report – Report Details
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Table 21: Statistical Submission Status Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Client ID
Unique 5-digit Parent/Organization ID of the
1
reporting company.
Report Date Range As selected
Submission Source Source of production data:
 Production (files reported with prefix “PAUTO”)
 Test to Production (test files changed to
production)
File #
A sequential number assigned to each file within the
report
File Name
External Company File name reported by the insurer.
Received Date
The date that the data was received from the insurer.
Source Code
The source of the submission file:
 E (External)
 I (Internal)
File Status
Indicates the status of the file.
 Passed
 Rejected
Reason
Populates the reason when the
File Status = Rejected.
See APPENDIX A for a complete list of Reject
Reasons.
File
#
As listed under 1
2
Batch #
Company Name
Company Number
Plan
Kind
Entry Date
Batch Type
Batch Status

Reason

The unique Batch Number assigned by the system to
the Reporting Unit within the submission file
The reporting company name belonging to the batch
The reporting company number belonging to the
batch
As reported
As reported
As reported
The type of batch received.
Currently only value available is Original.
Status of the batch number
 Accepted/Partially Accepted
 Reversed
 Hold
 Deleted
 Rejected
Populates the reason when the batch status =
Rejected or Hold.
See APPENDIX B for a complete list of Reject
Reasons.
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Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only

Display only

Display only

Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
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No.

3

4

Content

Batch #
Company Number
Plan
Kind
Entry Date
Batch Type
Batch Status
Reason
Processed
Expected

Positive Errors
5

Error Threshold

6

Top 25 Errors

Description
Links
See APPENDIX C for a complete list of On
Hold/Deleted Reasons
As listed under 1
Display only
As listed under 2
Display only
As reported.
Display only
As reported.
Display only
As reported.
Display only
As listed under 2
Display only
As listed under 2
Display only
As listed under 2
Display only
Displays the calculated dollar amount and record
Display only
count processed within the specified batch.
Displays the total dollar amount and record count as Display only
reported on the Trailer Record within the submission
file for the specified batch.
Displays the total dollar amount and record count of Display only
transactions containing errors.
The Error Threshold is used to determine if the
Display only
number of error records falls within an acceptable
range to continue with the processing of the data
submission.
“Range” – Total number of records in the batch
“Accepted” – Number of error records range that
would qualify for a batch status of Accepted.
“Hold” – Number of error records range that would set
the batch status to Hold.
“Deleted” – Number of error records range that would
cause the file to be Deleted by the system.
A list of the top 25 most frequently occurring error
Display only
codes within the batch.
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TEST ANALYSIS
The Test Analysis module enables reporting companies to check the quality of data in a controlled test
environment. To use Test Analysis, test files must first be submitted. Once files have been processed,
results may be viewed using the Test Analysis module in the Submission Management application.
When submitting a test file, the file name must follow the test file naming convention as defined in the
Data Submission Requirements Manual. The Data Submission Requirements Manual is available from
GISA’s service provider’s website at: http://www.ibc.ca/on/resources/industry-resources/datamanagement/reference-materials.
Submissions sent to the test environment yield the same results as it would have had it been submitted
directly to production. Using Test Analysis provides the ability to uncover various issues or potential
problems with the data. Early identification allows insurers the opportunity to resubmit their files once
issues have been resolved. There is currently no limit to the number of test files insurers can submit.
Test Analysis also has a feature that allows test files and batches to be submitted directly into production
without having to resubmit the file. Once users are satisfied with the results of a test submission, it can be
easily changed into a production file with the use of this function.
All data transmitted via Test Analysis is completely secure; only authorized insurer personnel can access
data belonging to their particular companies.
After successfully logging into the Submission Management application, users can access the Test Analysis
module via the Main Menu. Select Test Submission Report to see the Test Analysis Report criteria screen
displayed.

Test Data Retention Period
It is not required to clean up test data in the Test Analysis module. However, Test Analysis does provide
the functionality to delete test data manually – either at the file level or at the batch level.
•
•

Files can be deleted from the Test Submission List.
Batches can be deleted from the Test Batch List.

Test files that are not cleaned up will be automatically purged 90 days after being received.
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Entering Selection Criteria
The results of the Test Submission Report can be customized by expanding or narrowing the selection
criteria. Table 22 describes the criteria and selection options found numbered in the screenshot below.

1

2

3

4
5
6

7

Test Submission Report – Selection Criteria
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Table 22: Test Submission Report – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Selection Options
Company
List of available reporting
1
 No default value
(mandatory)
companies based on user’s profile  At least one company number must
be selected
 “All” checkbox is available to select
all companies in the list
Plan
List of available Plans
2
 Defaults to “All” (checkbox is
(mandatory)
checked and all Plans are
highlighted)
 One or more Plans can be selected
Kind
List of available Kinds
3
 Defaults to “All” (the “ALL”
(mandatory)
checkbox is checked)
 One of more kinds can be selected
Batch Number
The Batch Number is a unique
4
 No default value
number assigned by the system to
each RU submission.
IBC Processing Date “From” and “To” text boxes to
5
 No default value
enter the IBC Processing Date
 Enter the numeric year, month, day
search.
CCYY = Year; MM = Month; DD = Day

6

File Name Type

7

File Name

The IBC Processing Date refers to
the date that the data was
submitted by the insurer.
Indicates the type of file search
will be based upon.
External company file name
reported by the insurer

 Defaults to only option available
“E-External Company File Name”
 No default value
 Enter full file name only – partial
search option is not currently
available

Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values.
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Test Submission List
After submitting the selection criteria, the Test Submission List will display a list of files meeting the
criteria. Users can select a file by clicking on the file name to access the results and details of the selected
submission.
The report is initially sorted in descending order by Received Date. However, this can be modified to sort
in either ascending or descending order by either Received Date or File Name by clicking on the icon.
Table 23 describes the information found numbered in the screenshot below.

4
1
2

5

3

Test Submission List – Report Details
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Table 23: Test Submission List – Report Details
No. Content
Description
File Name
External company file name reported by
1
the insurer
(As selected, if included in the selection
criteria)

2

Received Date

3

File Status

4

Batch Counts

The date the data submission was
received
Indicates the status of the file.
 Passed
 Rejected
Total – the total number of batches
reported within the file.

Links
 File Name links to the Test Batch
List, which will display further
details regarding the submission
file you selected.
 For more information, please see
Test Batch List
Display only
Display only

Display only

Edited – the number of batches in the
file with a status = “Accepted”, “Hold”,
or “Deleted”.

5

Remove File

Rejected – the number of batches
within the file with a status =
“Rejected”.
Link to delete the file.
*upon confirmation of the delete
action, the file will no longer be
available in Test Analysis.
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 Once Delete link is selected, a
confirmation box will appear to
confirm and continue with
delete action or cancel request.
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Test Batch List
After selecting a file name from the Test Submission List, the Test Batch List will be displayed. The Test
Batch List shows detailed information regarding the file selected. Further batch details are also available
by selecting a batch number from the Batch List.

The Test Batch List screen is divided into two key areas.
Submission File
Information
Batch List

File level information is displayed, including file names, received dates, status
and reject reasons.
Lists RU information by batch contained within the submission files, batch status,
reject reasons, and trailer/processed record counts and amounts.

11
1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

6

Test Batch List – Report Details
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Table 24: Test Batch List – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Organization
5-digit Parent/Organization ID and name of
1
the reporting company
Received Date and The date and time that the data
2
Received Time
submission was received
File Name
External company file name reported by
insurer.
As selected from previous screen.
Original File Format The format in which the insurer
submitted the data:
 500 (pre-2008 for Auto; pre-2012 for
CL)
 600 (current format)
Media Type
The media type used to transmit the data
3
submission:
 E (Electronic)
Source Code
The source of the submission file:
 E (External)
 I (Internal)
File Status
Indicates the status of the file.
 Passed
 Rejected
File Reject Reason
Populates the reason when the
File Status = Rejected.
See APPENDIX A for a complete list of
Reject Reasons.
Total Records Read Total number of records within the file.
Total Records
Total number of records rejected/not
Rejected
processed within the file.
Company
Company Name and 3-digit reporting
4
company number
Entry Date
Entry Date of the specific batch number
5
Plan
Plan for the specific batch number
Kind
Kind for the specific batch number
6
Batch Number
Unique batch number assigned to the RU
(as selected)
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Links
Display only
Display only
Display only

Display only

Display only

Display only

Display only

Display only

Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
 Batch number links to the
Test Batch Summary
Report
 Link is not available for
batches with a “Rejected”
status.
 For more information,
please see Test Batch
Summary Report
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No.

7

8

9

10

11

Content
Batch Status

Description
Status of the selected batch number
 Accepted
 Reversed
 Hold
 Deleted
 Rejected
Batch Reject Reason Populates the reason when the batch
status=Rejected or Hold.
See APPENDIX B for a complete list of
Reject Reasons.
See APPENDIX C for a complete list of On
Hold/Deleted Reasons
Trailer
Total number of transaction records and
Count and Amount dollar amount of the batch as reported
on the trailer record for the RU on the
original company submission.
Processed
Total number of transaction records and
Count and Amount dollar amount calculated for the RU on
the original company submission.
Error
Total number of transaction records and
Count and Amount dollar amount in the batch containing
error codes.
Gov/USA/Quebec
Total number of transaction records and
Count and Amount dollar amount in the batch belonging to
records reported in jurisdictions not
collected under the ASP. Based on
Statistical Territory codes known to
belong to these out of scope jurisdictions.
Change All To
Link to change all the batches within the
Production
file to production. Once the file is changed
to production, the file will no longer be
available in Test Analysis.

Links
Display only

Display only

Display only

Display only

Display only

Display only

 Once Change All To
Production link is selected,
a confirmation box will
appear to confirm and
continue with the change
or to cancel the request.

To select another file from the Test Submission List, click the “back” arrow button on the Report Viewer
toolbar. To revise the selection criteria, choose Test Submission Report from the Main Menu.
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Test Batch Summary Report
After selecting a Batch Number from the Test Batch List, the Test Batch Summary Report will display
detailed information regarding the batch.
This report allows users to change data to production at either the batch level (by clicking on “Change All
To Production”), or by individual province (by clicking on “Change”). Clicking on one of the “Change” links
will populate a confirmation box to confirm and continue with the change to production, or to cancel the
request.
Data that has been changed to production will be assigned a new production batch number. However, the
results will remain the same.
The following restrictions apply to changing data from test to production:
 Batches with “Hold” status can only be changed to production at the batch level. Provincial
change links will not be available.
 Batch with “Rejected” or “Deleted” status cannot be changed to production.
 Batches with Entry Dates that are too far into the future cannot be changed to production and
links will not be available. However, when the data falls within acceptable production timelines,
the links will re-enable and users will then be permitted to change those batches/provinces.

1
2

4
3

Test Batch Summary Report – Report Details
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Table 25: Test Batch Summary Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
File Name
External company file name belonging
1
to the batch selected.
Batch Number
As selected from previous screen.
2
Company, Entry
RU information belonging to the
Date, Plan, Kind
selected batch.
IBC Processing Date
Refers to the date the data was
submitted by the insurer and processed.
Total Records Error
Percentage of the total number of
Rate
records in error compared to the total
number of records within the batch.
Province
List of provinces for which data has
3
been reported within the batch.

Reported
Count,
Exposure/Claim
Count, and Amount
Error
Count,
Exposure/Claim
Count, and Amount
Drop/Non-Exhibit
Count,
Exposure/Claim
Count, and Amount
Error Rate

Provides the total record count, total
exposure/claim count, and total dollar
amount of all records for the specified
province within the batch.
Provides the total record count, total
exposure/claim count, and total dollar
amount of error records for the
specified province within the batch.
Provides the total record count, total
exposure/claim count, and total dollar
amount of records that will be
dropped/non-exhibit
Percentage of the total number of
records in error compared to the total
number of records for the specified
province within the batch
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Links
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only.
Display only.

 Province link to the Test
Batch Detail Report and
display further details on
error records and ability
to download error
records.
 Link is only available
when errors exist for the
specified province.
 To view errors for all
provinces, use the Total
link.
 For more information,
please see Test Batch
Detail Report
Display only

Display only

Display only

Display only
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No.
4

Content
Change All To
Production
or
Change

Description
Select “Change All To Production” link to
change the entire batch to production.
or
Select “Change” link to change an
individual province to production.
Once a batch has been changed to
production, it will no longer be available
in Test Analysis.

Links
 Once Change or Change
All To Production link is
selected, a confirmation
box will appear to
confirm and continue
with the change or to
cancel the request.

To select another batch from the Test Batch List, click the “back” arrow button on the Report Viewer
toolbar. To revise the selected criteria, choose Test Submission Report from the Main Menu.
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Test Batch Detail Report
After selecting a province from the Test Batch Summary Report, the Test Batch Detail Report will display
detailed error information regarding the province selected.
The “Download” and “Download All Error Records” links provides the option to download detailed error
records, in Microsoft Excel format, for the entire province or for an individual error code. After clicking on
one of the “Download” links, a confirmation box will appear to confirm the download or to cancel.
Table 26 describes the sections found numbered in the screenshot below.

1
2
3

Test Batch Detail Report – Report Details
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Table 26: Test Batch Detail Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
File Name
External company file name.
1
Batch Number
Unique batch number assigned to the RU
(as selected).
Province
As selected
Will appear blank if Total was selected.
Company, Entry Reporting unit of the selected
2
Date, Plan, Kind batch/province.
IBC Processing
The date the file was submitted by the
Date
insurer and processed.
3
Error Code
Lists error codes contained on the records
for the specified province/batch.
Error Count
Total number of records that contain the
error code.
Download Error Select “Download” to download error
Records
records for the specified error code.
or
or
Download All
Select “Download All Error Records” to
Error Records
download all error records for province.

View Summary

Select “View” link to display summary of
affected records containing the selected
error code.

Links
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only
 Once “Download” or
“Download All Error
Records” is selected, a
confirmation box will
appear to confirm and
continue with download or
to cancel.
 The “View” link navigates to
the Original Record
Summary which displays
further information on the
records containing the
specified error code.
 For more information,
please see Original Record
Summary.

To select another province from the Test Batch Summary Report, click the “back” arrow button on the
Report Viewer toolbar. To revise selection criteria, select Test Submission Report from the Main Menu.
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Original Record Summary
When choosing to view an error code summary from the Test Batch Detail Report, the Original Record
Summary will display detailed information regarding the error code selected. To view individual record
details, click the “View” link for the specific error record from this report.
Table 27 describes the information found numbered in the screenshot below.

1
2

3

Original Record Summary – Report Details
Table 27: Original Record Summary – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Batch Number
Unique batch number assigned to the
1
RU (as selected).
Company, Entry
Reporting unit information of the
2
Date, Plan, Kind,
selected error code.
Province
IBC Processing
The date the file was submitted by the
Date
insurer and processed.
Error Code Details The Error Code and description of the
3
selected error code
View
Select this link to open a view further
details on the individual error record
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Links
Display only
Display only

Display only
Display only
 “View” link opens a read-only
Error Correction window to
allow users to view the
transaction as it would
appear in the Error Correction
application.
 Users are not permitted to
change information in this
window.
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No.

Content

Description

Policy ID
Branch Code
Claim ID

As reported
As reported
As reported
Populated only on claim records.
As reported
Will display Policy Effective Date for
premium records and Accident Date for
claims records.
As reported

Policy Effective
Date or
Accident Date
Transaction Type

Links
 For more information, please
see View Error Record.
Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only

Display only

To select another error code from the Test Batch Detail Report, click the “back” arrow button on the
Report Viewer toolbar. To revise selection criteria, select Test Submission Report from the Main Menu.
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View Error Record
When a record from the Original Record Summary is selected, the Record Viewer window will open. The
Record Viewer window shows complete details regarding the error record selected.
The Record Viewer window is divided into several key areas (the numbers below correspond to the
elements of the Record Viewer window found numbered in the following screenshot).

Note that the contents of this window are read only. Users cannot change any information on an error
record through the Record Viewer of Test Analysis. Errors generated in test submissions are for
informational purposes only. Users may correct these errors on their submission files and resubmit, or if the
file is changed to production as is, users will be required to correct these errors via the Error Correction
module in production.

1
2

5
3
6
4

Record Viewer Window - Details
11.

Key Information
For reference, key identifying information about the record is displayed at the top of the screen of the
Record Viewer.

22.

Close Command Button
Click the “Close” button to close the Record Viewer and return to the Original Record Summary
screen.
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3

Sections
Error records are organized in the same layout and sections as listed in the premium and claims
record layouts of both statistical plans. By default, when this window is first opened, the section
containing the first error code in the list will be expanded.
To display the fields within each section, the section must be expanded by clicking on the icon, or
alternatively, by selecting the name of the desired section from the drop down list at the top of this
area. To collapse the section, click on the
icon. To expand all sections, click on the
next to the
section list drop down.

43.

Fields
All the fields of the statistical plan layout are available for viewing. To view a particular field, expand
the applicable section. The field section will display the name of the field and the value reported by
the insurer on the selected record.
Fields that are involved in the logic of any one of the generated error codes on the error record are
highlighted. If the section containing the field is collapsed, then the section heading is highlighted. It is
important to note that the highlight does not indicated that the fault lies in the highlighted field, only
that that field is involved in the logic which of the error code. Users should consult the statistical plan
and edit rules documentation to determine which fields require amending to accurately correct an
error.

54.

Error Summary
The Error Summary is a drop down list of all error codes generated on the specific error record
selected. An error code can be selected from this drop down to automatically expand the affected
sections involved.

65.

Details
The Details panel is an expandable/collapsible box containing additional information on a selected
field. To expand/close the panel, click on the Details link on the screen.
The panel’s content is described in Table 28 below.
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Table 28: Details Panel
Content
Description
Details
Link to open or close the details panel
Field
The name of the selected field.
Value
The reported value of the field.
Valid Values
Drop down list of possible values for the specified field.
Note that list of valid values is only available for fields
that have an associated list of specified code values.
Errors
Drop down list containing all errors associated with the
field. Select an error code to populate the description.
Help
Link that will open the Edit Rules Documentation which
will provide complete logic/details on the error code.
Description
Brief description of the error code.
Message
Messages will appear in the message box if appropriate
action has been taken.
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ERROR CORRECTION
Overview
The Error Correction module allows reporting companies to view records that are in error and correct
them on-line. Corrected error records will be fully edited and will update the information to the database.
Users can also choose to submit partially corrected error records (i.e., records that still contain errors) to
update the database.
The work in progress (WIP) function allow users to change information on the online facility and save
those changes without making a change to the database. This allows users to save their progress during
the correction process function to complete at a later time.
All data transmitted via Error Correction is completely secure; only authorized insurer personnel can
access data belonging to their particular companies.
Only records containing one or more error codes that are from accepted production batches will be
available for correction. Transactions are corrected on an individual basis. There is currently no option to
bulk correct multiple transactions to ensure accuracy during this correction process.
After successfully logging in to the Submission Management application, access the Error Correction
module via the Main Menu. Once selected, the Error Correction Search Criteria screen will be displayed.
To correct errors, simply follow these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Input the desired search criteria.
Select from the search results (when using “Search by Batch”).
Correct the record.
Submit or save the record.
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Error Correction Process
In order to correct errors using the Error Correction module, you must follow the steps below.
1. Enter the desired criteria in the Error Correction Search screen. For more information, please see
Entering Search Criteria.
2. View the search results and select a batch from the results list. (This is only applicable if using the
“Search by Batch” option.) For more information, please see Viewing and Selecting from Search
Results.
3. View the error record and make the appropriate modifications. Corrections to fields can be made
either by changing the value in the field itself or by making changes in the expanded “Details” box.
For more information, please see Viewing and Correcting Error Records.
4. Click the SUBMIT button to submit the changes for editing, or click the WIP button to save changes
without submitting them.
If a corrected record is submitted but still contains errors, that record will be redisplayed with these
errors. A message will also display indicating that the record still contains errors and the database has not
been updated. An additional command button will now become available, UPDATE DATABASE. Clicking the
UPDATE DATABASE button will update the record in the database, regardless of the existing errors.
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Entering Search Criteria
The Error Correction Search screen has two available search option:
1. by Batch to retrieve multiple records; or
2. by Single Record.

Batch Search
Selecting the Batch search option contains an extensive list of search criteria. Users can customize search
results by expanding or narrowing the selection criteria. Once criteria is entered, click the LIST BATCHES
button.
Table 29 describes the criteria and selection options found numbered in the screenshot below.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Error Correction Batch Search – Selection Criteria

Table 29: Error Correction Batch Search – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Search By
Drop down menu with options to
1
search by “Batch” or “Single
Record”.
Company
List of available reporting companies
2
(mandatory)
based on user profile.
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Selection Options
 Defaults to “Search by Batch”
 Defaults to the first company in
the list.
 Only one company number can be
selected.
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No. Criteria
Plan
3
(mandatory)
Kind
4
(mandatory)

5

Policy/Claim
Control ID

6

Error Code

Description
List of available Plans.
List of available Kinds.

Manually enter a value in the
Control ID field and select a radio
button to specify either Policy
Control ID or Claim Control ID.
If only Kind 1 is selected, only Policy
Control ID is available and preselected since Claim Control ID is
restriction to claims records.
Manually enter error code(s) in the
available field.
Must use exact error code as listed
in the Edit Rules Documentation.
Exclude checkbox provides option to
exclude error codes from search
results.

7

Entry Date

“From” and “To” Entry Date Year
and Month

8

Batch ID

“From” and “To” Batch IDs

9

Province
(mandatory)

The Batch ID is a unique number
assigned by the system to the RU
within the submission file.
Drop down menu of all Canadian
Provinces and Territories, and “OTOther”.
(“OT-Other” represents records
reported with an invalid/erroneous
statistical territory code)
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Selection Options
 Defaults to the first plan.
 Only one plan can be selected.
 Defaults to “All” (i.e. the “All”
checkbox is checked.
 One or more Kinds may be
selected.
 No default.

 No default.
 Can enter either a single error
code or multiple error codes. To
search for multiple error codes,
separate error codes list with
commas.
 Maximum number of Error Codes
during a single search is 10.
 Exclude option (if checkbox is
checked) will exclude transactions
with listed error code(s) from
search results.
 No default.
 Enter the 4-digit year and 2-digit
month.
 If the “To” date is left blank, all
Entry Dates after the “From” date
will be included.
 No default.
 If the “To” field is left blank, all
Batch IDs greater than or equal to
the “From” Batch ID will be
included.
 Defaults to “All” (i.e. the “All”
checkbox is checked).
 A specific province can be selected
from the drop down list by clearing
the “All” checkbox to enable the
drop down list.
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No. Criteria

10
11
12

Policy ID and
Policy ID Digit
Claim ID/
Claim ID Digit
Amount

Description

Policy ID and Policy ID digit as
reported on the original record.
Claim ID and Claim ID digit as
reported on the original record.
The minimum total record amount
If a negative amount is entered, the
system will search for an equal or
lower negative value. For example, if
“-5000” is entered in the Amount
field and the “Absolute” checkbox is
not checked, the system will search
for records where the total premium
or claims amount is less than -4999.

13

Processing Date

14

Status
(mandatory)

Checking the “Absolute” checkbox
makes the search disregard any
numerical sign. For example, if
“5000” is entered in the Amount
field when the “Absolute” checkbox
is checked, the system will search
for records where the total premium
or claims amount is greater than
+4999 or less than
-4999.
“From” and “To” processing dates as
reported on the original record
This is also known as the “UIP
Processing Date”

Select one or more of the four
checkboxes:
New – original records that have not
yet been corrected/modified)
WIP – records that have been saved
in WIP status.
My WIP – records saved in WIP
status by the user logged in.
Updated – records that have been
updated on the database.
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Selection Options
 Only one province can be selected
via the drop down list.
 No default.
 No default.
 Defaults to “Absolute” (i.e. the
“Absolute” checkbox is checked).
 Enter negative amounts with a
leading minus sign. For example,
“-400”.

 No default.
 Enter the 4-digit year, 2-digit
month, and 2-digit day.
 If the “To” date is left blank, all
dates on or after the “From” date
will be included.
 Defaults to “New”, “WIP”, and
“Updated” (checkboxes are
checked).
 One or more statuses can be
selected.
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Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values.

Single Record Search
The Single Record Search enables the user to select a single record based on the unique Transaction ID
number that the system assigns to each record during the submission process. This can be useful when
recalling a previously viewed or saved error record.
Table 30 describes the Single Record Search criteria and selection options found numbered in the
screenshot below.

1
2
3

Error Correction Single Record Search – Selection Criteria
Table 30: Error Correction Single Record Search – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Search By
Drop down menu with options to
1
search by “Batch” or “Single Record”.
Company
List of available reporting companies
2
(mandatory)
based on user profile.

Selection Options
 Defaults to “Search by
Batch”
 Defaults to the first
company in the list.
 Only one company number
can be selected.
Transaction ID
Transaction ID is the unique number the  No default
3
system assigns to each record.
Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values.
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Viewing and Selecting from Search Results
After submitting the “Search by Batch” information, the Search Result screen will be displayed. The Search
Result screen provides a summary of all batches containing error records that met the search criteria. Only
records containing one or more error codes that are from accepted production batches will be available
for correction.

The Search Result screen is divided into several key areas (the numbers below correspond to the elements
found numbered in the screenshot).
Click the MODIFY SEARCH button to return to the Error Correction Search Screen.

1

2

3

Error Correction Search Results
i. 1Search Criteria Information
A summary of the selection criteria entered is displayed in the top portion of the screen for reference
purposes.
ii. 2Correct Batch By
The Correct Batch By option enables user to sequence how the errors are listed. By default, the Error
Transaction screen will display the records in the order by Transaction ID. The Correct Batch By option
also provides the option to sequence the records either by Policy ID or Claim ID. Choosing one of these
options allows users to view error transactions belonging to the same policy or claim consecutively.
This feature can help to correct errors more efficiently, because it will not be necessary to refer to the
same policy or claim file on your system several times.
To list errors either by Policy ID or Claim ID, click on the appropriate radio button.
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iii. 3Batch Results Report
The Batch Results Report displays a summary of all the batches containing error records that met the
criteria entered, and provides the option to select a particular batch for correction. Note that any time
this report is redisplayed, the information will be refreshed and the list updated.
When the report is initially displayed, it will be sequenced by Batch ID. However, the order of the
batches can be modified by clicking one of the underlined column headings. A second click on a
column heading will reverse the sequence.
Navigate through multi-page reports by entering a specific page number and clicking the GO button, or
by selecting the “<<First,” “<Previous,” “Next>” or “Last>>” buttons.
Any batch can be selected as the starting point for displaying the error records. Click on the batch ID
number listed in the search results to link to the Error Correction screen. Once all the transactions
within a batch have been corrected, the next batch on the list will display automatically.
1
2

7

3

6

4

5

Error Correction Search Results – Batch List
Table 31: Error Correction Search Results – Batch List
No. Content
Description
Links
Batch ID
The Batch ID is a unique number assigned
1
 The batch ID listed in the
by the system to the RU within the
search results links to the
submission file.
Error Correction screen
Entry Date
As reported
Display only
2
Plan
As reported
Display only
3
Kind
As reported
Display only
4
Control ID
As reported
Display only
5
Correct
By
The
date
which
the
error
records
should
be
Display only
6
corrected by before outstanding error fees
will be applied.
Search Result The current number of error records in the Display only
7
batch that met the selection criteria
entered.
This number is updated as corrections are
made.
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Viewing and Correcting Error Records
After selecting a batch from the Batch Results List or submitting a Single Record Search, the Error
Correction screen will be displayed. This is the screen where corrections to error records are made.
The Error Correction screen is divided into several key areas (the numbers below correspond to the
elements numbered in the following screenshot):

1
2
6

3
4

7
5

Error Correction Screen
1

Key and Status Information
As a point of reference, identifying information about the record key and status is displayed in the top
portion of the screen. This information cannot be changed. It includes company number, policy
control ID, plan, kind, entry date, province, batch ID, and Transaction ID.
The Update column lists the number of times that the error record has been updated on the
database. Newly generated and posted errors will display “0” and the count will increase with each
use of the “Update Database” button as long as the transaction remains in error.
The Status column indicates one of the possible statuses of the error record:
 New (no change has been made to the record – all values remain as originally submitted)
 WIP (the record was saved as WIP status – changes may have been made to one or more
fields or the user chose to change the status to WIP for alternative reasons).
 Updated (the record has been updated on the database using the “Update Database”
function)
The Batch column indicates which batch the displayed error record belongs to in relation to the total
number of batches retrieved (based on the selection criteria entered).
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The Policy/Claim column (not pictured in the screenshot above) is displayed only when the “Correct Batch
By” option has been set to sequence the error records by Policy ID or Claim ID. This indicator advises of the
number of policies/claims that exist in the list.
The Record column lists the current and total number of records contained in the batch. When correcting
records that are sorted by either Policy ID or Claim ID, the record count will display the total number of
records that belong to the Policy ID or Claim ID listed on the current record.
21.

Command Button
The command buttons on the Error Correction Screen are explained in Table 32 below:
Table 32: Error Correction Screen – Command Buttons
Command Button Description
Submit
After correcting a record, click submit to edit the transaction. A complete edit
will be performed immediately (i.e., all edit rules will be performed for the
record).
If there are no resulting errors, the record will be updated in the database and
the next error record will be displayed.
If there are resulting errors, the record will be redisplayed and the error
information will reflect the errors remaining.
Next
Next will display the next error record in sequence. Any unsaved changes to
the current record will be discarded.
Previous
Previous will display the previous error record, skipping any records that have
already been cleared and updated in the database. Any unsaved changes to
the current record will be discarded.
WIP
WIP (work in progress) saves changes made to the record without actually
submitting the record to be edited. The saved record will remain on your
screen for further review.
WIP & Next
WIP & Next saves changes made to a record without actually submitting the
record, and then displays the next record.
Refresh
Refresh will discard any unsaved changes and revert fields values back to the
last saved point. The record will continue to be displayed on the screen.
List Batches
To return back to the search result screen, click List Batches. The list will be
updated to reflect any changes/corrections that cleared records. Any unsaved
changes will be lost.
Modify Search
Use this button to return to the selection criteria screen where a revised
search can be entered. Any unsaved changes will be lost.
Email
Email button will open an email message box where users can enter a
message in regards to the specific transaction ID listed. The email will be sent
to the Service Desk ultimately to the assigned DQA for review. The company
number and Transaction ID of the displayed record will be automatically
included in the message.
Print
A printable view of the error record will be displayed with the option to export
a PDF and print.
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Command Button Description
Update Database This button is only available after submitting a record and it continues to
remain in error. Clicking this button will update the database with the current
version of the field values even though the transaction remains in error.

31.

Comment Box
The comment box allows users to enter brief notes on the displayed transaction. To save the
comments entered, users must save the record into WIP status and will only be available for as long
as the transaction remains in error or if it is overwritten with new comments and re-saved as WIP.
Once the transaction is error-free, the comments are then lost.

42.

Sections
Error records are organized in the same layout and sections as listed in the premium and claims
record layouts of both statistical plans. By default, when a transaction is first displayed, the section
containing the first error code in the list will be expanded.
To display the fields within each section, the section must be expanded by clicking on the
icon, or
alternatively, by selecting the name of the desired section from the drop down list at the top of this
area. To collapse the section, click on the icon. To expand all sections, click on the next to the
section list drop down.

53.

Fields
All the fields of the statistical plan layout are available for viewing. To view a particular field, expand
the applicable section. The field section will display the name of the field and the value reported by
the insurer on the selected record.
Fields that are involved in the logic of any one of the generated error codes on the error record are
highlighted. If the section containing the field is collapsed, then the section heading is highlighted. It is
important to note that the highlight does not indicated that the fault lies in the highlighted field, only
that that field is involved in the logic which of the error code. Users should consult the statistical plan
and edit rules documentation to determine which fields require amending to accurately correct an
error.

64.

Error Summary
The Error Summary is a drop down list of all error codes generated on the specific error record
selected. An error code can be selected from this drop down to automatically expand the affected
sections involved.
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75.

Details
The Details panel is an expandable/collapsible box containing additional information on a selected
field. To expand/close the panel, click on the Details link on the screen.
The panel’s content is described in Table 33 below.
Table 33: Details Panel
Content
Description
Details
Link to open or close the details panel
Field
The name of the selected field.
Value
The reported value of the field.
Valid Values Drop down list of possible values for the specified
field. Note that list of valid values is only available
for fields that have an associated list of specified
code values.
Errors
Drop down list containing all errors associated
with the field. Select an error code to populate the
description.
Help
Link that will open the Edit Rules Documentation
which will provide complete logic/details on the
error code.
Description Brief description of the error code.
Message
Messages will appear in the message box if
appropriate action has been taken.
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ERROR ANALYSIS
Overview
Error Analysis reports provide reporting companies with error analysis information to help improve the
quality of data submissions. These reports can assist in identifying error trends and tracking the progress of
process improvements.
There are nine reports available within the Error Analysis Company module:


Error Amount Analysis Report



Error Code Analysis Report



Error Code Analysis Report by Policy ID or Claim ID



RU Error Trending Analysis Report



Multiple RU Error Trending Analysis Report



Error Ageing Report



High Dollar Report



Process Tracking Report



Productivity Report

These reports present both detailed and summarized information regarding statistical plan records
submitted that contain errors.
Some reports offer a “View Graph” link to view report details in the form of a graph.
After successfully logging into the application, access the Error Analysis Company reports via the Main
Menu. Once a report is selected, the corresponding report criteria will be displayed.
To view a report, the following steps are required:
1. Choose a report type.
2. Select the desired criteria.
3. Generate the report.
The next few sections of this user guide will provide details about the reports that can be generated using
Error Analysis.
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Error Amount Analysis Report
The Error Amount Analysis Report provides summarized information regarding the current production error
records at the countrywide, provincial or Control ID level. To access this report, select the Error Amount
Analysis Report option under the Error Analysis Company module in the Main Menu.

Entering Selection Criteria
The Error Amount Analysis Report can be customized by expanding or narrowing the selection criteria and
clicking the SUBMIT button.
There are three report types available:
1. Summary – at RU level (company, plan, kind, entry date, and province).
2. Control ID – at RU level (company, plan, kind, entry date), plus selected Control IDs and dollar
amount thresholds.
3. Provincial/Countrywide – at RU level (company, plan, kind, entry date, and province) plus dollar
amount threshold.
To select a report type, click on the desired option found at the top of the selection criteria screen. The
selection criteria screen will display the corresponding report criteria based on the report type selection.
Table 34 describes the criteria and selection options found numbered in the screenshots of the three
Report Criteria screens below.
1
2

1

3

2

4

3

6

4

7

5

8

6

1
2
3
4
5
6
8

Error Amount Analysis Report – Selection Criteria
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Table 34: Error Amount Analysis Report – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Report Type
Three report types are available:
1
1. Summary
2. Control ID
3. Provincial/Countrywide
Company
List of available reporting companies
2
based on user profile.

3

Plan

4

Kind

5

Province

6

Entry Date

7

Policy/Claim
Control ID

Selection Options
 Defaults to Summary
 Only one report type can be
selected using the radio button
options provided
 No default
 At least one company must be
selected
 Checking the “All” checkbox will
select all companies in the list
and generate a separate report
for each RPT
 Checking “Aggregate” will
summarize all RPTs into a single
total report
List of available Plans.
 Defaults to “All” (i.e. the “All”
checkbox is checked).
 One or more plans can be
selected
List of available Kinds
 Defaults to “All” (i.e. the “All”
checkbox is checked).
 One or more Kinds can be
selected
List of Canadian provinces and territories  Defaults to blank (no selection)
as well as an “OT-Other” option
 Selecting one or more
(“OT-Other” includes any record reported
provinces, or checking the “All”
with an invalid statistical territory code)
checkbox, will generate a
separate report for each
province
 Not selecting a province and
unchecking “All” will generate a
countrywide report
“From” and “To” Entry Date year and
 Default value for the “From” date
month
= the current year/month minus
12 months
 Default value for the “To” date =
the current year/month
Policy Control ID or Claim Control ID as
 Defaults to Policy Control ID
reported on the statistical plan
 Claim Control ID may be disabled
submission records.
based on Kind 1 only selection.
 One or more Control IDs can be
selected by entering the 2-digit
value and clicking ADD button.
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No.

8

Criteria

$ Amount

Description

Selection Options
 One or more Control IDs can be
removed from the list by using
the DELETE button.
 To select all available Control IDs,
the “All” checkbox must be
checked.
Dollar amount threshold to be included in  No default
results. Dollar amounts are based on the  Enter up to 8 numeric characters,
total amount reported on a single record.
preceded by “+” or “-“, or check
the “Absolute Value” checkbox
To specify a sign and only include either
to include all records that fall
positive or negative values in the result,
within amount threshold
enter the desired numerical sign in front
regardless of sign.
of the amount value. Use the “Absolute
Value” checkbox to include all error
records, regardless of sign, in the results.

Viewing Report Details
After submitting the selection criteria, the Error Amount Analysis Report will be displayed. The Error
Amount Analysis Report provides summarized information regarding current production error records for
the criteria specified in the Report Criteria screen. Table 35 describes the report content found labelled in
the screenshot below.

4
4

1

1
2

2

3

3

Error Amount Analysis Report – Report Details
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Table 35: Error Amount Analysis Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Company
As selected
1
If “Aggregate” checkbox is checked, company
information is left blank.
Plan
As selected
Kind
As selected
Province
As selected
If province selection is left blank, the report will
provide Canada-wide results and no province
will be listed in this header.
Policy/Claim Control Policy Control ID or Claim Control ID as
ID
selected.
* This is only available if the Control ID report
type is selected
Entry Date
As selected
2
Each entry year is displayed on a separate page.
# of Errors
Total current number of error records from
accepted RU batches.
$ Amount
Total dollar amount on the identified error
records.
3
Entry Year Total
Total number of error records and dollar
amount for the Entry Year.
Provincial Total*
Total number of error records and dollar
amount for the province.
(Applicable only when province is selected).
Control ID Total *
Total number of error records and dollar
amount for the Control ID.
(Applicable only when the Control ID report
type is selected).
Kind Total
Total number of error records and dollar
amount for the Kind.
Company Total
Total number of error records and dollar
amount for the company number.
Grand Total
Total number of error records and dollar
amount for all criteria selected.
View Graph
Link to bar graph illustrating the report results.
4
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Link
Display only

Display only
Display only
Display only
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Display only
Display only
Display only
Display only

Display only

Display only
Display only
Display only
 Links to Error Amount
Analysis Graph
 For more information,
please see Viewing
Graph Details.
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Viewing Graph Details
After selecting the “View Graph” link from the Error Amount Analysis Report, the Error Amount Analysis Graph
will be displayed. The Error Amount Analysis Graph provides a representation of the error record data that
corresponds to the Error Amount Analysis Report generated. Table 36 describes the graph content found
numbered in the screenshot below.

1

2

3

Error Amount Analysis Report – Graph Details
Table 36: Error Amount Analysis Report – Graph Details
No. Content
Description
Company
As selected
1
If “Aggregate” checkbox is checked, company
information is left blank.
Plan
As selected
Kind
As selected
Province
As selected
If province selection is left blank, the report will
provide Canada-wide results and no province will
be listed in this header.
Policy/Claim
Policy Control ID or Claim Control ID as selected.
Control ID
* This is only available if the Control ID report type
is selected
2

Graph

Displays a bar graph with the number of error
records by entry date.
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No.
3

Content
Table

Description
Displays the information from the graph in table
format. Similar to the Error Amount Analysis
Report. Includes number of error records and
associated dollar amounts broken down by entry
date.
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Error Code Analysis Report
The Error Code Analysis Report provides summarized information regarding the error codes on current
production error records at the countrywide, provincial or Control ID level. To access this report, select the
Error Code Analysis Report option under Error Analysis Company module in the Main Menu.

Entering Selection Criteria
The Error Code Analysis Report can be customized by expanding or narrowing the selection criteria and
clicking the SUBMIT button.
There are three report types available:
1. Summary – at RU level (company, plan, kind, entry date, and province).
2. Control ID – at RU level (company, plan, kind, entry date), plus selected Control IDs and dollar
amount thresholds.
3. Provincial/Countrywide – at RU level (company, plan, kind, entry date, and province) plus dollar
amount threshold.
To select a report type, click on the desired option found at the top of the selection criteria screen. The
selection criteria screen will display the corresponding report criteria based on the report type selection.
Table 37 describes the criteria and selection options found numbered in the screenshots of the three
Report Criteria screens below.
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1

1

2
2

3

3

4

4

6

5

7

6

8

7

9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9

Error Code Analysis Report – Selection Criteria
Table 37: Error Code Analysis Report – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Report Type Three report types are available:
1
6. Summary
7. Control ID
8. Provincial/Countrywide
2
Company
List of available reporting
companies based on user profile.

3

Plan

List of available Plans.

4

Kind

List of available Kinds
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Selection Options
 Defaults to Summary
 Only one report type can be selected using
the radio button options provided
 No default
 At least one company must be selected
 Checking the “All” checkbox will select all
companies in the list and generate a
separate report for each RPT
 Checking “Aggregate” will summarize all
RPTs into a single total report
 Defaults to “All” (i.e. the “All” checkbox is
checked).
 One or more plans can be selected
 Defaults to “All” (i.e. the “All” checkbox is
checked).
 One or more Kinds can be selected
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No.
5

Criteria
Province

Description
List of Canadian provinces and
territories as well as an “OT-Other”
option
(“OT-Other” includes any record
reported with an invalid statistical
territory code)

6

Entry Date

“From” and “To” Entry Date year
and month

7

Error Code

Option to generate report on the
most frequently generated error
codes or a single error code.

8

Policy/Claim
Control ID

Policy Control ID or Claim Control
ID as reported on the statistical
plan submission records.

9

$ Amount

Dollar amount threshold to be
included in results. Dollar amounts
are based on the total amount
reported on a single record.
To specify a sign and only include
either positive or negative values in
the result, enter the desired
numerical sign in front of the
amount value. Use the “Absolute
Value” checkbox to include all
error records, regardless of sign, in
the results.

Selection Options
 Defaults to blank (no selection)
 Selecting one or more provinces, or
checking the “All” checkbox, will
generate a separate report for each
province
 Not selecting a province and unchecking
“All” will generate a countrywide report
 Default value for the “From” date = the
current year/month minus 12 months
 Default value for the “To” date = the
current year/month
 Checking “Aggregate” will summarize all
entry dates into a single total report
 Defaults to Top Error Codes with drop
down menu set to display the top 5 error
codes.
 Use radio button to select Single Error
Code. Once selected, a text box will appear
to enter the desired error code.
 Defaults to Policy Control ID
 Claim Control ID may be disabled based on
Kind 1 only selection.
 One or more Control IDs can be selected
by entering the 2-digit value and clicking
ADD button.
 One or more Control IDs can be removed
from the list by using the DELETE button.
 To select all available Control IDs, the “All”
checkbox must be checked.
 No default
 Enter up to 8 numeric characters,
preceded by “+” or “-“, or check the
“Absolute Value” checkbox to include all
records that fall within amount threshold
regardless of sign.

Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values.
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Viewing Report Details
After submitting the selection criteria, the Error Code Analysis Report will be displayed. The Error Code
Analysis Report provides summarized information regarding the error codes on current production error
records for the criteria specified in the Report Criteria screen. Table 38 describes the report content found
numbered in the screenshot below.

3

3

1

1

2

2

Error Code Analysis Report – Report Details
Table 38: Error Code Analysis Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Company
As selected
1
If “Aggregate” checkbox is checked, company
information is left blank.
Plan
As selected
Kind
As selected
Province
As selected
If province selection is left blank, the report will
provide Canada-wide results and no province will
be listed in this header.
Policy/Claim
Policy Control ID or Claim Control ID as selected.
Control ID
* This is only available if the Control ID report type
is selected
Entry Date
As selected
Each entry year is displayed on a separate page.
Error Code
List of error codes generated on current
2
production error records.
Please see Edit Rule Documentation for definitions
and logic.
# of Errors
Total current number of error records from
accepted RU batches.
$ Amount
Total dollar amount on the identified error
records.
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3

View Graph

Link to pie chart illustrating the report results.

 Links to Error Code
Analysis Graph.
 For more information,
please see Viewing
Graph Details.

Viewing Graph Details
After selecting the “View Graph” link from the Error Code Analysis Report, the Error Code Analysis Graph will
be displayed. The Error Code Analysis Graph provides a representation of the error record data that
corresponds to the Error Code Analysis Report generated. Table 39 describes the graph content found
numbered in the screenshot below.

1

2

3

Error Code Analysis Report – Graph Details
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Table 39: Error Code Analysis Report – Graph Details
No. Content
Description
Company
As selected
1
If “Aggregate” checkbox is checked, company
information is left blank.
Plan
As selected
Kind
As selected
Province
As selected
If province selection is left blank, the report will provide
Canada-wide results and no province will be listed in
this header.
Policy/Claim Policy Control ID or Claim Control ID as selected.
Control ID
* This is only available if the Control ID report type is
selected

2

Entry Date
Graph

3

Table

As selected
Displays a pie chart with the number of error records
containing each error code.
Displays the information from the pie chart in table
format. Include a definition of each of the displayed
error codes and the number of error records for each.
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Error Code Analysis Report by Policy/Claim ID
The Error Code Analysis Report by Policy/Claim ID provides summarized information regarding the error codes
on current production error records, by either Policy ID or Claim ID. To access this report, select the Error Code
Analysis Report by Policy/Claim ID option under the Error Analysis Company module in the Main Menu. Based
on the criteria specified in the Control ID field, either the Error Code Analysis Report by Policy ID or the Error
Code Analysis Report by Claim ID will be generated.

Entering Selection Criteria
The Error Code Analysis Report by Policy/Claim ID can be customized by expanding or narrowing the selection
criteria and clicking the SUBMIT button. Table 40 describes the criteria and selection options found numbered
in the screenshot below.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Error Code Analysis Report By Policy/Claim ID – Selection Criteria
Table 40: Error Code Analysis Report by Policy/Claim ID – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Selection Options
Company
List of available reporting companies
1
 No default
based on user profile.
 Only one company can be selected
Plan
List of available Plans.
2
 No default
 Only one plan can be selected
Kind
List of available Kinds
3
 Defaults to “All” (i.e. the “All”
checkbox is checked).
 One or more Kinds can be selected
Entry Date
“From” and “To” Entry Date year and
4
 Default value for the “From” date =
month
the current year/month minus 12
months
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No.

5

Criteria

Description

Policy/Claim

Policy ID or Claim ID as reported on the
statistical plan submission records.
Policy Control ID or Claim Control ID as
reported on the statistical plan
submission records.

6

7

Error Code

$ Amount

Error Code generated on error records
from accepted RU batches.

Selection Options
 Default value for the “To” date = the
current year/month
 Defaults to Policy
 Claim ID and Claim Control ID may
be disabled based on Kind 1 only
selection.
 Enter specific Policy/Claim ID or
Control ID in available text boxes or
to select all available Policy or Claim
IDs, and all available Control IDs, the
“All” checkbox must be checked.
 No default
 Option to enter single error code or
leave field blank to include all
existing error codes.

Option to specify a single error code or
leave field blank for all.
Dollar amount threshold to be included in  No default
results. Dollar amounts are based on the  Enter up to 8 numeric characters,
total amount reported on a single record.
preceded by “+” or “-“, or check the
“Absolute Value” checkbox to
To specify a sign and only include either
include all records that fall within
positive or negative values in the result,
amount threshold regardless of sign.
enter the desired numerical sign in front
of the amount value. Use the “Absolute
Value” checkbox to include all error
records, regardless of sign, in the results.

Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values.
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Viewing Report Details
After submitting the selection criteria, the Error Code Analysis Report by Policy ID or the Error Code Analysis
Report by Claim ID will be displayed. The Error Code Analysis Report by either Policy ID or Claim ID provides
summarized information regarding current production error records for the criteria specified in the Report
Criteria screen. Table 41 describes the report content found numbered in the screenshot below.

1

1

2

2

Error Code Analysis Report by Policy/Claim ID – Report Details
Table 41: Error Code Analysis Report by Policy/Claim ID – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Company
As selected
1
Plan
As selected
Kind
As selected
Entry Date
As selected
Policy ID
Policy ID as reported on statistical plan submission
2
records.
Claim ID*
Claim ID as reported on statistical plan submission
records.
* Claim ID is only displayed when Claim radio
button is selected on criteria screen.
Error Code
List of error codes generated on current production
error records.
Please see Edit Rule Documentation for definitions
and logic.
# of Errors
Total current number of error records from
accepted RU batches.
$ Amount
Total dollar amount on the identified error records.
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RU Error Trending Report
The RU Error Trending Analysis Report provides summarized information regarding original and current
production error records, at either the countrywide or provincial level. To access this report, select the RU
Error Trending Analysis Report option under the Error Analysis Company module in the Main Menu.

Entering Selection Criteria
The RU Error Trending Report can be customized by expanding or narrowing the selection criteria and clicking
the SUBMIT button.
There are two report types available:
1. Summary – at RU level (company, plan, kind, entry date, and province).
2. Batch Number – at specific batch number level (with option to run by province or Canada-wide).
To select a report type, click on the desired option found at the top of the selection criteria screen. The
selection criteria screen will display the corresponding report criteria based on the report type selection.
Table 42 describes the criteria and selection options found numbered in the screenshot below.

1
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3

1
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5

7

6

RU Error Trending Report – Selection Criteria
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Table 42: RU Error Trending Report – Selection Criteria
No. Content
Description
Report Type
Two report types are available:
1
1. Summary
2. Batch Number
Company
List of available reporting companies
2
based on user profile.
Plan
List of available Plans.
3

Selection Options
 Defaults to Summary
 Only one report type can be selected
using the radio button options provided
 No default
 Only one company can be selected
 No default
 Only one Plan can be selected
Kind
List of available Kinds
 No default
4
 Only one Kind can be selected
Province
List of Canadian provinces and
 Defaults to blank (no selection)
5
territories as well as an “OT-Other”
 Selecting one or more provinces, or
option
checking the “All” checkbox, will
(“OT-Other” includes any record
generate a separate report for each
reported with an invalid statistical
province
territory code)
 Not selecting a province and
unchecking “All” will generate a
countrywide report
Entry
Date
“From”
and
“To”
Entry
Date
year
and
 Default value for the “From” date = the
6
month
current year/month minus 12 months
 Default value for the “To” date = the
current year/month
7
Batch Number Batch Number is a unique number
 No default
assigned by the system to each RU
submission.
Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values.
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Viewing Report Details
After submitting the selection criteria, the Error Trending Analysis Report within RU/RU Province or the Error
Trending Analysis Report within RU Batch/RU Batch Province will be displayed. Both reports provide
summarized information regarding original and current production error records for the criteria specified on
the Report Criteria screen. Table 45 describes the report content found numbered in the screenshots below.

1
1

2
2

RU Error Trending Reports – Report Details
Table 45: RU Error Trending Reports – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Company
As selected
1
Plan
As selected
Kind
As selected
Province
As selected
If province selection is left blank, the report will provide Canadawide results and no province will be listed in this header.
Entry Date
As selected
Batch Number* As selected
*Batch Number is only displayed when the Batch Number report
type is selected from the criteria screen
Error Code
List of error codes generated on production error records.
2
Please see Edit Rule Documentation for definitions.
Original
Total number of error records with the specified error code at the
time of submission.
Current
Total number of error records currently outstanding.
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Multiple RU Error Trending Report
The Multiple RU Error Trending Analysis Report provides summarized information regarding six entry date
months of original production error records at the countrywide, provincial or Control ID level. To access this
report, select the Multiple RU Error Trending Analysis Report option under the Error Analysis Company module
in the Main Menu.

Entering Selection Criteria
The Multiple RU Error Trending Report can be customized by expanding or narrowing the selection criteria and
clicking the SUBMIT button.
There are two report types available:
1. Summary – at RU level (company, plan, kind, entry date, and province).
2. Control ID – at RU level (company, plan, kind, entry date), plus selected Control IDs.
To select a report type, click on the desired option found at the top of the selection criteria screen. The
selection criteria screen will display the corresponding report criteria based on the report type selection.
Table 46 describes the criteria and selection options found numbered in the screenshot below.
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Multiple RU Error Trending Report – Selection Criteria
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Table 46: Multiple RU Error Trending Report – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Selection Options
Report Type
Two report types are available:
1
 Defaults to Summary
1. Summary
 Only one report type can be selected
2. Control ID
using the radio button options provided
2
Company
List of available reporting companies
 No default
based on user profile.
 Only one company can be selected
Plan
List of available Plans.
3
 No default
 Only one Plan can be selected
Kind
List of available Kinds
4
 No default
 Only one Kind can be selected
Province
List of Canadian provinces and
5
 Defaults to blank (no selection)
territories as well as an “OT-Other”
 Selecting one or more provinces, or
option
checking the “All” checkbox, will
(“OT-Other” includes any record
generate a separate report for each
reported with an invalid statistical
province
territory code)
 Not selecting a province and
unchecking “All” will generate a
countrywide report
Entry Date
“From” and “To” Entry Date year and  Default value for the “To” date = the
6
month for a six month range.
current year/month
 Select the desired “To” Entry Date and
the system will adjust the “From” Entry
Date to six months prior.
7
Policy/Claim
Policy Control ID or Claim Control ID as  Defaults to Policy Control ID
Control ID
reported on the statistical plan
 Claim Control ID may be disabled based
submission records.
on Kind 1 only selection.
 One or more Control IDs can be
selected by entering the 2-digit value
and clicking ADD button.
 One or more Control IDs can be
removed from the list by using the
DELETE button.
 To select all available Control IDs, the
“All” checkbox must be checked.
Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values.
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Viewing Report Details
After submitting the selection criteria, the Error Trending Analysis Report Across RU’s/RU Provinces or the
Error Trending Analysis Report Across Control ID will be displayed. Both reports provide summarized
information regarding original production error records across six Entry Date months, for the criteria specified
on the Report Criteria screen. Table 47 describes the report content that you find labelled in the screenshot
below.

1

1

2

2

Multiple RU Error Trending Reports – Report Details
Table 47: Multiple RU Error Trending Reports – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Company
As selected
1
Plan
As selected
Kind
As selected
Province
As selected
If province selection is left blank, the report will provide
Canada-wide results and no province will be listed in
this header.
Policy/Claim
Policy Control ID or Claim Control ID as selected.
Control ID*
* This is only available if the Control ID report type is
selected
2

Entry Date
Error Code

Original Count

The six month entry date range as selected
List of error codes generated on production error
records.
Please see Edit Rule Documentation for definitions.
Total number of error records with the specified error
code at the time of submission.
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Error Ageing Report
The Error Ageing Report provides summarized information regarding production error records. It
demonstrates both current and historical view of the number of error records under various age categories. To
access this report, select the Error Ageing Report option under the Error Analysis Company module.

Entering Selection Criteria
The Error Ageing Report can be customized by expanding or narrowing the selection criteria and clicking the
SUBMIT button. Table 48 describes the criteria and selection options found numbered in the screenshot
below.

1
2
3
4

Error Ageing Report – Selection Criteria
Table 48: Error Ageing Report – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Company
List of available reporting companies
1
based on user profile.

2

Plan

List of available Plans.

3

Kind

List of available Kinds

4

Report Date “From” and “To” Report Date Month
and Year.
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Selection Options
 No default
 At least one company must be selected
 Checking the “All” checkbox will select
all companies in the list and generate a
separate report for each RPT
 Defaults to “All” (i.e. the “All” checkbox
is checked).
 One or more plans can be selected
 Defaults to “All” (i.e. the “All” checkbox
is checked).
 One or more Kinds can be selected
 Default value for the “From” date is the
current year/month minus 12 months
 Default value for the “To” date is the
current year and month.
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Report Date refers to a point in time
reporting – this corresponds to the As
of Date on the report.
Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values.

Viewing Report Details
After submitting the selection criteria, the Error Ageing Report will be displayed. The Error Ageing Report
provides summarized information regarding your production error records for the criteria specified on the
Report Criteria screen. Table 49 describes the report content found numbered in the screenshot below.

1
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3

Error Ageing Report – Report Details
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Table 49: Error Ageing Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Company
As selected
1
Plan
As selected
Kind
As selected
2
As of Date
As selected from Report Date on selection criteria screen.
As of Date refers to calendar year/month point in time.
When the current month is listed in the report, the values
are as of the current day. Current month values can change
daily until a new month commences. Once the as of
month/year has passed, then the numbers quoted reflect
the number of error records as of the final day in the list
year/month.
0-2 Months
Total number of error records that are 0-2 months older
3
than the “As of Date”.
3-6 Months
Total number of error records that are 3-6 months older
than the “As of Date”.
7-12 Months Total number of error records that are 7-12 months older
than the “As of Date”.
13+ Months
Total number of error records that are 13 months and
older compared to the “As of Date”.
4
Total
Total number of error records as of the listed “As of Date”.
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High Dollar Report
The High Dollar Report provides detailed information regarding current production error records that have the
highest dollar amounts reported. To access this report, select the High Dollar Report option under the Error
Analysis Company module.

Entering Selection Criteria
The High Dollar Report can be customized by expanding or narrowing the selection criteria and clicking the
SUBMIT button. Table 50 describes the criteria and selection options found numbered in the screenshot
below.
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High Dollar Report – Select Criteria
Table 50: High Dollar Report – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
1
Company
List of available reporting companies
based on user profile.

2

Plan

List of available Plans.

3

Kind

List of available Kinds
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Selection Options
 No default
 At least one company must be selected
 Checking the “All” checkbox will select
all companies in the list and generate a
separate report for each RPT
 Defaults to “All” (i.e. the “All” checkbox
is checked).
 One or more plans can be selected
 Defaults to “All” (i.e. the “All” checkbox
is checked).
 One or more Kinds can be selected
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No.
4

Criteria
Province

5

Entry Date

6

Top $ Records

7

Sign Value

Description
List of Canadian provinces and
territories as well as an “OT-Other”
option
(“OT-Other” includes any record
reported with an invalid statistical
territory code)

Selection Options
 Defaults to blank (no selection)
 Selecting one or more provinces, or
checking the “All” checkbox, will
generate a separate report for each
province
 Not selecting a province and
unchecking “All” will generate a
countrywide report
“From” and “To” Entry Date year and  Default value for the “From” date = the
month
current year/month minus 12 months
 Default value for the “To” date = the
current year/month
The number of records to be
 Defaults to “100” records.
included in the report.
 Maximum number of records = 1000.
Indicates whether the highest dollar  Defaults to “Both +/-“.
amount records to be included in the
results are positive, negative, or
both.

Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default value.

Viewing Report Details
After submitting the selection criteria, the High Dollar Report will be displayed. The High Dollar Report
provides detailed information regarding current production error records for the criteria specified on the
Report Criteria screen. Table 51 describes the report content found numbered in the screenshot below.
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High Dollar Report – Report Details
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Table 51: High Dollar Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Company
As selected
1
2
Plan
As selected
Kind
As selected
3
Entry Date
As selected
4
Prov
As selected
5
Batch #
The unique Batch Number assigned by the
6
system to the Reporting Unit within the
submission file
7
Transaction ID Transaction ID is the unique number the
system assigns to each record.
8
Policy ID
Policy ID as reported on statistical plan
submission records.
Claim ID
Claim ID as reported on statistical plan
9
submission records.
* Claim ID is only displayed when Claim
records are listed in the results report.
$ Amount
Total dollar amount reported on the
10
identified error record.
Error Codes
List of error codes generated on the
11
specified error record.
Please see Edit Rule Documentation for
definitions.
Grand Total
Total dollar amount of all error records
12
displayed on the report.
13
Download
Download link provides ability to download
the displayed High Dollar Report into Excel
format.
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 Once “Download” is selected, a
confirmation box will appear to
confirm and continue with
download or to cancel.
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Process Tracking Report
The Process Tracking Report provides summarized information regarding production error record processing
at the countrywide, provincial or Control ID level for a range of Processing Dates. To access this report, select
the Process Tracking Report option under the Error Analysis Company module in the Main Menu.

Entering Selection Criteria
The Process Tracking Report can be customized by expanding or narrowing the selection criteria and clicking
the SUBMIT button.
There are two report types available:
1. Summary – at RU level (company, plan, kind, entry date, and province).
2. Control ID – at RU level (company, plan, kind, entry date), plus selected Control IDs.
To select a report type, click on the desired option found at the top of the selection criteria screen. The
selection criteria screen will display the corresponding report criteria based on the report type selection.
Table 52 describes the criteria and selection options found numbered in the screenshot below.
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Process Tracking Report – Selection Criteria
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Table 52: Process Tracking Report – Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Report Type
Two report types are available:
1
1. Summary
2. Control ID
2
Company
List of available reporting
companies based on user
profile.

3

Plan

4

Kind

5

Province

6

Entry Date

7

IBC Processing
Date

Selection Options
 Defaults to Summary
 Only one report type can be selected using
the radio button options provided
 No default
 At least one company must be selected
 Checking the “All” checkbox will select all
companies in the list and generate a
separate report for each RPT
List of available Plans.
 Defaults to “All” (i.e. the “All” checkbox is
checked).
 One or more plans can be selected
List of available Kinds
 Defaults to “All” (i.e. the “All” checkbox is
checked).
 One or more Kinds can be selected
List of Canadian provinces and
 Defaults to blank (no selection)
territories as well as an “OT Selecting one or more provinces, or
Other” option
checking the “All” checkbox, will generate
(“OT-Other” includes any record
a separate report for each province
reported with an invalid
 Not selecting a province and unchecking
statistical territory code)
“All” will generate a countrywide report
“From” and “To” Entry Date
 Default value for the “From” date = the
year and month
current year/month minus 12 months
 Default value for the “To” date = the current
year/month
“From” and “To” text boxes to
 No default value
enter the IBC Processing Date
 Enter the numeric year, month, day
search.
CCYY = Year; MM = Month; DD = Day
The IBC Processing Date refers
to the date of the
action/process listed.
Policy Control ID or Claim
Control ID as reported on the
statistical plan submission
records.

 Defaults to Policy Control ID
 Claim Control ID may be disabled based on
Kind 1 only selection.
 One or more Control IDs can be selected by
entering the 2-digit value and clicking ADD
button.
 One or more Control IDs can be removed
from the list by using the DELETE button.
 To select all available Control IDs, the “All”
checkbox must be checked.
Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values.
8

Policy/Claim
Control ID
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Viewing Report Details
After submitting the selection criteria, the Process Tracking Report will be displayed. The Process Tracking
Report provides summarized information regarding production error record processing for the criteria
specified in the Report Criteria screen. Table 53 describes the report content found numbered in the
screenshot below.
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Process Tracking Report – Report Details
Table 53: Process Tracking Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
Company
As selected
1
Plan
As selected
Kind
As selected
Province*
As selected
If province selection is left blank, the report will
provide Canada-wide results and no province will
be listed in this header.
*This is available only when Summary report type
is selected.
Policy/Claim Policy Control ID or Claim Control ID as selected.
Control ID* * This is only available if the Control ID report type
is selected
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No.
2

Content
IBC
Processing
Date
Original

Corrections
Reversals

Dropped
Updated

3

4

5

Entry Year
Total
Province
Total

Description
Refers to the calendar year/month that the action
occurred.
Each Year/Month can be expanded to display the
daily totals by clicking on the icon.
Total number of error records generated from
accepted RU batches during the processing date
range specified.
Total number of error records corrected during the
processing date range specified.
Total number of error records that were removed
due to reversals of RU batches during the
processing date range specified.
Total number of error records that were dropped
during the processing date range specified.
Total number of error records that used the
“Update Database” function in error correction
during the processing date range specified.
Total number of error records for the Entry Year.

Total number of error records for the province.
This is only applicable if province was selected on
the Summary report type criteria screen.
Policy/Claim Total number of error records for the Control ID.
Control ID
This is only applicable if the Control ID report type
Total
was selected.
Kind Total
Total number of error records for the Kind.
Company
Total number of error records for the Company.
Total
Grand Total Total number of error records for the report.
Monthly
Link to bar graph illustrating the report results on
Graph
a monthly basis.

Daily Graph

Link to bar graph illustrating the report results on
a daily basis.
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Monthly Graph.
 For more information,
please see Viewing
Graph Details.
 Links to Process Tracking
Daily Graph.
 For more information,
please see Viewing
Graph Details.
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Viewing Graph Details
After selecting the ”Monthly Graph” or “Daily Graph” link from the Process Tracking Report, the Process
Tracking Graph will be displayed. The Process Tracking Graph provides a representation of error record data
that corresponds to the Process Tracking Report generated. Table 54 describes the graph content that you find
numbered in the screenshot below.
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Process Tracking Report – Monthly Graph and Daily Graph
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Table 54: Process Tracking Report – Monthly Graph and Daily Graph
No. Content
Description
Company
As selected
1
If “Aggregate” checkbox is checked, company information is left
blank.
Plan
As selected
Kind
As selected
Province
As selected
If province selection is left blank, the report will provide Canadawide results and no province will be listed in this header.
*This is available only when Summary report type is selected.
Policy/Claim Policy Control ID or Claim Control ID as selected.
Control ID
* This is only available if the Control ID report type is selected
2

Graph

3

Legend
Table

4

Displays a bar graph with the number of error records by
processing date.
Explains the colour scheme of the bar graph.
Displays the information from the graph in table format. Includes
number of error records for each processing year/month.
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Productivity Report
The Productivity Report provides a summary regarding production error record processing either by company
or by individual users within a company.
To access this report, select the Productivity Report option under the Error Analysis Company module in the
Main Menu.

Entering Selection Criteria
The Productivity Report can be customized by expanding or narrowing the selection criteria and clicking the
SUBMIT button. Table 55 describes the criteria and selection options found numbered in the screenshot
below.
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Productivity Report – Selection Criteria
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Table 55: Productivity Report Selection Criteria
No. Criteria
Description
Company
List of available reporting companies
1
based on user profile.

2

Plan

List of available Plans.

3

Kind

List of available Kinds

4

IBC
Processing
Date

“From” and “To” text boxes to enter
the IBC Processing Date search.

5

Report Type

The IBC Processing Date refers to the
date of action/process listed.
Two report types are available:
1. Company
2. User

Selection Options
 No default
 At least one company must be selected
 Checking the “All” checkbox will select
all companies in the list and generate a
separate report for each RPT
 Defaults to “All” (i.e. the “All” checkbox
is checked).
 One or more plans can be selected
 Defaults to “All” (i.e. the “All” checkbox
is checked).
 One or more Kinds can be selected
 No default value
 Enter the numeric year, month, day
CCYY = Year; MM = Month; DD = Day
 Defaults to Company.
 Only one report type can be selected
using the radio button options provided

Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to the default values.
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Viewing Report Details
After submitting the selection criteria, either the Company Productivity Report or the User Productivity Report
will be displayed. The Company Productivity Report and the User Productivity Report provides summarized
information regarding production error record processing for the criteria specified on the Report Criteria
screen. Table 56 describes the report content found numbered in the screenshot below.
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Productivity Report – Report Details
Table 56: Productivity Report – Report Details
No. Content
Description
1
Company
As selected
User Name First and last name of the user that carried out the error record
change.
*Applicable only when User report type is selected.
User ID
Login user ID of the user that carried out the error record
change.
*Applicable only when User report type is selected.
Plan
As selected
2
Kind
As selected
Error
Total number of error record corrections carried out by the
Corrections company or user within the specified processing date range.
WIP
Total number of error records that have been saved as WIP by
the company or user within the specified processing date range.
Company
Total number of error record corrections and WIP for the
3
Total
company.
User Total
Total number of error record corrections and WIP for the user.
*Applicable only when User report type is selected.
Grand Total Total number of error record corrections and total number of
WIP error records for the entire report.
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CONTACT GISA SERVICE PROVIDER FOR SUPPORT
GISA’s service provider, IBC, can assist reporting companies with the data issue process. The primary
contact for all reporting companies would be the IBC Data Management team via the assigned Data Quality
Analyst (DQA).
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APPENDIX A – FILE REJECT REASONS
File Reject Reason

Description of Reason for File Rejection

Empty File

The contents of the submission file were blank. All files must
contain a header and trailer (even when submitting nil
submissions – zero transaction records)

Invalid Company Grouping

All company numbers that are reported within a file must belong
to the same group (i.e., must all have the same parent client ID).

Invalid File Name

Data submitted to IBC must follow the set file-naming
convention.

Invalid Record Length or
Type

Files that are named with the prefixes of PST, TST, PLIABR,
TLIABR, PAUTOR, and TAUTOR must not contain records that are
more than 500 bytes in length.
Files that are named with the prefix of PLIAB/TLIAB and
PAUTO/TAUTO must not contain records that are more than 600
bytes in length.

Run off Submission Check

Files that are named with the prefix of PLIABR and TLIABR can
contain data with only the following characteristics:
i. File must only contain claims (Kind 2 and 3);
ii. File must only contain data with Entry Dates ≥ January 2012
and Policy Effective Dates < January 1, 2012; and
iii. The company must have the status of run-off.
Files that are named with the prefix of PAUTOR and TAUTOR can
contain data with only the following characteristics:
i. File must only contain claims (Kind 2 and 3)
ii. File must only contain data with Entry Dates > January 2008
and Policy Effective Dates < January 1, 2008; and
iii. The company must have the status of run-off
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APPENDIX B – BATCH REJECT REASONS
Batch Reject Reason

Description of Reason for Batch Rejection

Improper header format

The header records within the submission file must be formatted
as outlined in the Data Submission Requirements Manual

Improper trailer format

The trailer records within the submission file must be formatted
as outlined in the Data Submission Requirements Manual

Invalid Outstanding Loss
Entry Date

Ontario Commercial Liability (Plan 4) Outstanding Losses
(Kind 3) can only be reported for the entry month of December

Invalid Reporting Unit

RU Batches must meet the following Reporting Unit
characteristics:
iv. Must be a valid combination of Reporting Company, Entry
Date, Plan and Kind.
v. For premiums, the Entry Date cannot be greater than the
system date plus two months.
vi. For claims, the Entry Date cannot be greater than the system
date.

Missing header

Each Reporting Unit that is reported within a submission file must
have a corresponding header record as outlined in the Data
Submission Requirements Manual

Missing trailer

Each Reporting Unit that is reported within a submission file must
have a corresponding trailer record as outlined in the Data
Submission Requirements Manual

Out of Balance

The trailer amount reported on the trailer record must be within
plus or minus 1% of the sum of the detail records

Invalid Amounts

Non-numeric characters used in amount fields
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APPENDIX C – HOLD/DELETE REJECT REASONS
Hold/Delete Reason

Hold/Delete Reason Description

Exceeded error tolerance

An RU Batch will be put on “Hold” when the number of records in error is
within a predefined range for the number of records in the RU Batch

Exceeded high end error
tolerance

An RU Batch will be marked as “Deleted” when the number of records in
error is within a predefined range for the number of records in the RU
Batch

Number of Claims Appears
Incorrect

An RU Batch will be marked as “Hold” when the number of records with
the field claim count = 1 is outside a predefined tolerance

Suspected duplicate

An RU Batch will be put on “Hold” if a batch with the same RU, counts and
amounts, with the status of ”Accepted” or “Partially Accepted,” and the
Run-Type of “Production” has already been processed

The Entry Date reported is
older than four months

An RU Batch will be placed on “Hold” if reported more than four months
following the Entry Date
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